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THESIS ABSTRACT  

The Deinococcus species are highly resistant to oxidation, desiccation, and radiation. 

Very few characteristics explain these unique features of Deinococcus species. This study 

reports the results of detailed comparative genomics, structural and protein-protein 

interactions studies on the DNA repair proteins from Deinococcus species.  Comparative 

genomics studies have identified a large number of conserved signature indels (CSIs) in 

the DNA repair proteins that are specific for Deinococcus species. In parallel, I have 

carried out the structural and protein-protein interactions studies of CSIs which are 

present in nucleotide excision repair (NER), UV damage endonuclease (UvsE)-dependent 

excision repair (UVER) and homologous recombination (HR) pathways proteins. 

Comparative genomics studies have identified a 30 amino acid (aa) conserved signature 

indel (CSI) in the UvrA1 protein and a 1 aa CSI in the UvsE protein that are  specific for 

Deinococcus species. I also have identified a 1 aa CSI in the RecA protein that is specific 

for Deinococcus-Thermus phylum. Structural analysis delineates that these CSIs are 

located at the surface loop of the protein. Protein-protein interactions analyses reveal that 

the UvsE protein of Deinococcus species is present in a genetic linkage with Zn-ribbon 

protein. RecA protein is also present in a genetic linkage with two proteins in 

Deinococcus-Thermus phylum. UvsE and RecA proteins are predicted to be part of same 

operon with the interacting proteins. The UvrA protein is also present in genetic linkage 

with disulfide oxidoreductase (DsbA), disulfide bond formation protein (DsbB) and one 

of our labs identified conserved signature protein (CSP). These four proteins are indicated 

to be part of the same operon. We have proposed a model to understand the functional 
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role of these four proteins in together in DNA repair. According to our model, the 

predicted linkage of the UvrA protein via CSP to the DsbA/DsbB is expected to restore 

the activity of the NER pathway in Deinococcus species upon radiation exposure. Further 

experimental studies may lead to prove our hypothesis and to understand the functional 

role of CSI and CSP among Deinococcus species.  

Similarly, I have carried out the comparative genomics studies in the GyrA and GyrB 

protein sequences which are supposed to play role in regulation of temporal gene 

expression during intracellular development. I have identified a number of molecular 

markers in the form of CSIs in the GyrA and GyrB protein sequences which are specific 

for all the members of Chlamydiae. Structural analysis indicates that two of these CSIs 

may play role in enhancing the supercoiling activity of GyrA and GyrB proteins of 

chlamydial species.  I have carried out protein-protein interactions analyses to understand 

the functional role of other two CSIs of GyrA and GyrB proteins. Protein-protein 

interactions analyses delineate that the GyrA and GyrB proteins of chlamydial species are 

present in a unique genetic linkage with thymidylate kinase (TMK), DNA polymerase III 

subunit δ' (HolB) and one of the chlamydial specific CSP. We have proposed a model to 

understand the functional role of CSIs, CSP and also to delineate the functional role of 

these proteins together to chlamydial intracellular development. According to our model, 

these five proteins together play a role to increase the replication rate during the midcycle 

of intracellular development. CSP and CSIs are responsible for these unique associations 

among these proteins. Further experimental studies may lead to prove this hypothesis and 

will guide to decipher the intricateness of chlamydial intracellular development. 
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1.1 Background: 

Large-scale genome sequencing is providing researchers with enormous wealth of 

information that can be used to identify molecular traits, shared uniquely by 

evolutionarily related groups of organisms. The molecular signatures in genes/proteins 

sequences that have occurred at various stages in evolution are ideally suited for use in 

evolutionary and biochemical studies (Stackebrandt & Schumann, 2006; Gupta, 2014; 

Singh & Gupta, 2009; Alnajar et al., 2017; Khadka and Gupta, 2017). One important 

class of molecular signatures that has been used extensively to understand the 

evolutionary relationships among different groups of organisms are conserved signature 

insertions and deletions, i.e., Indels, (CSIs). CSIs are unique types of signature sequences 

of defined lengths present at specific  locations in different genes and proteins in 

particular group of organisms (Alnajar and Gupta, 2017; Gupta, 2014; Gupta et al., 2015; 

Gupta, 2016b; Gupta et al., 2016). The useful CSIs are flanked on both sides by 

conserved residues which ensures that they constitute reliable characteristics and are not 

resulting from alignment errors/artefacts, CSIs represent highly specific and rare genetic 

changes and they are of common evolutionary origin and unlikely to arise in different 

groups due to convergent evolution (Gupta, 2014; Rokas and Holland, 2000). The high 

conservation of their location in the protein sequences indicates that these genetic 

changes have high functional significance and are likely under significant selective 

pressure for retention (Zhi et al., 2012).  Earlier work on CSIs provides evidence that the 
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genetic changes responsible for such indels are necessary for the proper functioning of 

the proteins in the CSI-containing organisms, and the removal or alteration of the indels 

lead to cell death (Singh & Gupta, 2009). 

In addition to conserved signature indels, comparative genomic studies have identified 

another class of genome sequence derived molecular signature which are also very useful 

for evolutionary and biochemical studies. These markers consist of whole proteins, 

referred to as conserved signature proteins (CSPs), which are present in specific 

monophyletic clades of microorganism. The genes for these CSPs originated in a 

common ancestor of the given group of organism and subsequently vertically passed 

down to its various descendants (Daubin et al., 2003; Lerat et al., 2005; Gao et al., 2006; 

Gao and Gupta, 2012a; Gupta, 2010; Ho et al., 2016). Overall, like CSIs, CSPs are also 

valuable molecular signatures for the evolutionary and biochemical studies of different 

bacterial clades (Gao and Gupta, 2012b; Dutilh et al., 2008). Similar to the CSIs, the 

CSPs are also predicted to be involved in maintaining the unique attributes of different 

groups of bacteria. (Danchin, 1999; Roberts, 2004; Fang et al., 2005; Fang et al., 2008; 

Lorenzini et al., 2010; Chandra and Chater, 2014; Gupta, 2016). 

Our lab has identified a large number of CSIs and CSPs for the different groups of 

microorganisms, specially for the genus Deinococcus and the order Chlamydiales  (Gupta 

et al., 2015; Ho et al., 2016). Earlier work from our  lab has established the importance  

of CSIs and CSPs in understanding evolutionary relationships among microorganisms 

and also as novel  diagnostic tools However, the functional roles of most of the identitied 
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CSIs and CSPs are presently  not known (Bhandari and Gupta, 2014; Adeolu et al., 2016; 

Wong et al., 2014; Naushad et al., 2014). Structural analysis of CSIs delineates that most 

of the CSIs are found to be located at the surface loop of the protein (Alnajar et al., 2017; 

Khadka and Gupta, 2017). The surface loop regions of proteins are  likely involved in  

mediating protein-protein and protein-ligand interactions (Akiva et al., 2008). If we can 

predict any protein-protein interactions between the CSIs-containing proteins and any 

other protein(s) found in the CSIs-containing bacteria, it can prove helpful in 

understanding the functional role of CSIs. Similarly, it may also be possible to predict the 

functional role of CSPs by predicting their association with other known functional 

proteins. 

The Deinococcus-Thermus group of bacteria is well established as a distinct phylum, 

which contains two extremophilic groups of organisms: Deinococcales and Thermales.  

This heavily researched phylum has been classified entirely by their branching pattern in 

the 16S rRNA tree. Deinococcales has been divided into 3 distinct genera (viz. 

Deinococcus, Deinobacterium, and Truepera). However, most of the  species within this 

order belong to the genus Deinococcus and they form a monophyletic group in 

phylogenetic trees based on 16S rRNA-and other genes/proteins sequences (Omelchenko 

et al., 2005; Eisen, 1995; Weisburg et al., 1989; Ho et al., 2016b; Eisen, 1995; Makarova 

et al., 2001b).  

The genus Deinococcus has distinct properties which differentiate it from other bacteria 

in the phylum Deinococcus-Thermus (Slade and Radman, 2011).  Deinococcus spp. are 
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more than 100-fold resistance to ionizing radiation and more than 20-fold resistance to 

UV radiation as compared to Escherichia coli (Slade et al., 2009). The Deinococcus spp. 

are highly resistant to DNA damage-inducing agents. Ionizing radiation and desiccation 

are responsible for double strands-breaks (DSBs), single strands-breaks (SSBs), and base 

damage; UV radiation generates diverse pyrimidine dimers; mitomycin C (MMC) forms 

DNA interstrand cross-links; and hydrogen peroxide, methyl methane sulfonate (MMS), 

N-methyl-N-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG), nitrous acid, and hydroxylamine are 

responsible for numerous  base and nucleotide damage (Makarova et al., 2007a; Slade 

and Radman, 2011; Timmins and Moe, 2016). The following mechanism compensates 

these diversified DNA damages: direct damage reversal (Slade and Radman, 2011), base 

and nucleotide excision repair (Agostini et al., 1996; Mun et al., 1994; Sandigursky and 

Franklin, 1999), mismatch repair (Rayssiguier et al., 1989), and recombinational repair 

(Carroll, 1996) . DSBs are the most severe form of DNA damage. These types of DNA 

damages are resolved by two mechanisms: “extended synthesis-dependent strand 

annealing” (ESDSA) and homologous recombination by crossovers (Zahradka et al., 

2006). In Deinococcus radiodurans, ionizing radiation induces 10 times more SSBs and 

many more sites of base damage than DSBs. Extremely efficient exinuclease repair 

systems are able to repair the base and nucleotide damage with the broad spectrum of 

substrate specificity (Makarova et al., 2001). According to introduction of chapter 2, very 

few characteristics are known to be uniquely shared by species of Deinococcus-Thermus 

and distinctly present in genus Deinococcus to explain the radiation, oxidation, and 

desiccation resistance (Narumi et al., 2004; Tanaka et al., 2004; Sugiman-Marangos et 
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al., 2016; Xu et al., 2010). Our lab has identified 24 CSIs and 29 CSPs which provide 

distinguishing characteristics of the phylum “Deinococcus-Thermus phylum” and its 

main groups. Additional 12 CSIs and 61 CSPs are the molecular characteristics of the 

genus Deinococcus, which provide novel and highly specific means for distinguishing 

this genus from other groups of bacteria of the Deinococcus-Thermus phylum (Griffiths 

and Gupta, 2004; Griffiths and Gupta, 2007; Ho et al., 2016). But we do not know the 

functional role of these CSIs and CSPs. In-silico protein-protein interactions analyses 

may lead to predict the functional role of these CSIs and CSPs to understand the high 

tolerance of Deinococcus spp. to radiation and other form of DNA damages. 

The members of the phylum chlamydiae are Gram-negative obligate intracellular bacteria 

that infect a broad range of mammalian hosts (Cram et al., 2017). All the bacteria within 

the phylum Chlamydiae are present in a single class, Chlamydiia (Everett et al., 1999; 

Rurangirwa et al., 1999; Kalayoglu et al., 2001). Our earlier work proposed a division of 

the class Chlamydiia into two orders: Chlamydiales and Parachlamydiales. The order 

Chlamydiales is proposed to consist of two families: Chlamydiaceae and the closely 

related Candidatus family Clavichlamydiaceae.  The novel order Parachlamydiales is 

proposed to contains Parachlamydiaceae, Simkaniaceae and Waddliaceae and the 

Candidatus families Criblamydiaceae, Parilichlamydiaceae, Piscichlamydiaceae. This 

was proposed based on the unique molecular characteristics, phylogenetic relationship, 

and the genetic distance between two clusters within the phylum Chlamydiae ( Gupta and 

Griffiths, 2006; Gupta et al., 2015). The members of all of these families are potential 

pathogens of human and animals (Corsaro and Greub, 2006). Chlamydial spp. are the 
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cause for the bacterial sexually transmitted infection, trachoma, community-acquired 

pneumonia and also risk factor of cardiovascular disease atherosclerotic, cerebrovascular, 

and chronic lung disease (Gerbase et al., 1998; Schachter, 1978; Kuo et al., 1995; Kuo et 

al., 1993; Saikku et al., 1988; Balin et al., 1998; Hahn et al., 1991).  Pathogenic 

chlamydial isolates have been identified from a number of animal hosts including birds, 

cats, rodents, cattle and pigs (Meijer et al., 2002). Though chlamydial spp. have 

diversified host range and disease pathogenesis, the biphasic intracellular development 

cycle is the major unifying feature of this group (Moulder, 1991; Hybiske and Stephens, 

2007). The phylum Chlamydiae possesses two morphological forms during intracellular 

development: elementary body (EB) and reticulate body (RB) (Moulder, 1991). The term 

“elementary body” refers to the small, electron dense, metabolically inert, infectious form 

of the organism (Matsumoto, 1973). The bacterial histone-like proteins HtcA and HtcB 

play role in the condensation of DNA during the EB form of chlamydial development 

cycle (Brickman et al., 1993; Barry, III et al., 1992). EB initiates the infection by their 

ability to attach and invade susceptible cells. Being the obligate intracellular pathogen, 

chlamydial spp. depend on a number of effector proteins to destabilize the host cellular 

pathways, which facilitates the bacterial survival and replications (Valdivia, 2008; Betts 

et al., 2009). Most of these effector proteins are exported by using type III secretion 

system (T3SS). T3SS is a complex molecular machine, which is present in Gram-

negative bacteria. It works as an injection syringe and dispatches effector proteins and 

toxins into host cell cytoplasm (Galan and Wolf-Watz, 2006; Valdivia, 2008). A number 

of cytoplasmic chaperones are involved in the detection, recruitment and secretion of 
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effector proteins by T3SS (Betts-Hampikian and Fields, 2010). T3SS is located in the 

inner membrane and it has homology to the flagellar basal body of Gram-negative and 

Gram-positive bacteria (Kubori et al., 1998). Most of the proteins of T3SS form clusters 

in bacterial genomes. These clusters are spread throughout the genome in the case of 

Chlamydiae species (Plano et al., 2001). Several studies have revealed that blocking of 

T3SS activity leads to the inhibition of chlamydial intracellular development (Duncan et 

al., 2012; Marshall and Finlay, 2014). The most important stage of early infection is the 

conversion of EB into the metabolically active form, termed reticulate body (RB) by 6 to 

8-hour postinfection (HPI). The RB replicates repeatedly by binary fission during 

midcycle and later undergoes conversion into EBs which are released to infect 

neighboring cells (Abdelrahman and Belland, 2005; Wyrick, 2010; Wyrick, 2010). A 

recent study has indicated that DNA supercoiling is essential for the temporal regulation 

of genes during intracellular development (Orillard and Tan, 2016). Topoisomerase II 

protein expression is up-regulated during negative supercoiling of DNA and it is a unique 

characteristic of the  Chlamydiae species (Orillard and Tan, 2016). However, very few 

studies have been carried out to find out unique molecular characteristics of the 

Chlamydiae species that could provide insights into their unique and complex 

developmental or cell division cycle. Earlier work from our lab has identified  32 CSIs 

and 98 CSPs that are uniquely shared by members of  the phylum Chlamydiae, providing 

novel means for their diagnostics as well as for investigating their novel functional 

characteristics (Gupta et al., 2015). However, the cellular functions of these CSIs and 

CSPs are presently not known. Further analysis of these identified CSIs and CSPs 
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through in-silico protein-protein interactions could provide novel insights in 

understanding novel functionals aspects of these bacteria.  

1.2 Protein-protein interactions based analyses to understand the functional role of 

proteins:  

Proteins in biological systems rarely function alone; they need to collaborate with other 

proteins in complex interconnected systems referred to as protein complex networks. 

These interconnected networks contain a variety of interactions and associations among 

the proteins known as protein-protein interactions (PPIs) (Kuchaiev et al., 2011). PPIs are 

responsible for cell to cell interactions, metabolic interactions, signalling enzymes and 

development control.  

     In a cellular system, proteins generally perform their function as part of a protein 

complex. Each of the protein complex is responsible for specific tasks in a cell (Pereira-

Leal et al., 2004). Thus, in network systems biology, proteins which interact with each 

other are thought to be involved in the same biological process as members of a protein 

complex or functional module (Tornow and Mewes, 2003). In network systems biology, 

protein complexes are a group of proteins which bind or interact with each other at a 

certain place and time (ex. Replication complex). Functional modules, on the other hand, 

perform related biological functions but they do not have restrictions on the place or 

timing of the functions (ex. transcription factors). Understanding these basic properties 

(Protein complexes, functional modules, clustering, etc.) of PPIs can  provide important 

insights regarding the functioning of a protein within a cell (Jancura et al., 2012; Laraia et al., 

2015). 
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1.3 Methodology for detection of protein-protein interactions (PPIs):  

Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) can be detected by utilizing both wet lab and dry lab 

research approaches. In the experimental or wet lab approach, PPIs can be identified by a 

variety of methods including tandem affinity purification, affinity chromatography, 

protein arrays, protein fragment complementation, phage display, yeast two-hybrid and 

synthetic lethality in addition to a number of other methodologies reviewed recently (Rao 

et al., 2014). In the dry lab or in silico analysis, the following approaches are used to 

identify PPIs: gene neighborhood, gene fusion, phylogenetic analysis, gene ontology, 

phylogenetic profile and gene co-expression. Information regarding PPIs are publically 

available through a number of different web servers and databases, which include both 

curated experimental PPI data and PPIs networks based on both wet lab and dry lab 

approaches such as BioGrid, STRING, DIP, MINT, HPID, IntAct and BIND etc. (Rao et 

al., 2014; Hermjakob et al., 2004). In my research, we have used PPIs data from the 

STRING database (Szklarczyk et al., 2017). STRING is a widely used, comprehensive 

database for PPIs. The STRING database contains data regarding the interaction between 

two proteins based on both experimental data as well as predicted interaction information 

(Mering et al., 2005). The STRING database has some advantage in comparison with 

other PPI databases: 1) It also extracts data from other databases 2) It provides a 

confidence score for each predicted association based on the probability of finding the 

linked proteins within the same KEGG pathway (Szklarczyk et al., 2015). 3) Version 10.0 

of the STRING database, it’s most recent iteration, has PPI data for more than 9.6 million 

proteins, which is significantly larger than the next largest “IntAct database”, which 
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contains information for 91 thousand proteins (http://string-db.org/; 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/intact/). 4) Lastly, the STRING database accounts for phylogenetic 

profiling in its use of co-expression data providing additional insight regarding the 

likelihood of spurious co-expression (Szklarczyk et al., 2015).  

1.4 Research Objectives  

Our lab has identified large numbers of CSIs and CSPs for different groups of 

microorganisms, specially for the genus Deinococcus and the phylum Chlamydiae (Gupta 

et al., 2015; Ho et al., 2016). These two groups of bacteria have distinct properties which 

differentiate them from other groups of bacteria (Orillard and Tan, 2016; Slade and 

Radman, 2011). So, my research objective is to gain some insights into the functional 

roles of the CSIs and CSPs specific for the genus Deinococcus and the phylum 

Chlamydiae using in-silico protein-protein interactions analyses.  

The Deinococcus spp. are present in the well-established distinct Deinococcus-Thermus 

phylum which have been characterized by extraordinary tolerance to oxidative stress 

induced by ionizing radiation (IR), ultraviolet radiation (UV), desiccation and chemical 

mutagens (Slade and Radman, 2011a). But, very few characteristics are known that are 

commonly shared by both groups of bacteria and uniquely present in each group of 

bacteria. Our earlier work  has identified a large number molecular signatures in the form 

of CSIs and CSPs which clearly distinguish the Deinococcus spp. (Ho et al., 2016; 

Griffiths and Gupta, 2007). Deinococcus spp. have more efficient DNA repair pathways 

in comparison to the other groups of Bacteria (Slade et al., 2009). In my thesis, I have 
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carried out comparative genomics analyses of DNA repair proteins to find out CSIs 

specific for Deinococcus spp. Furthermore, we carried out structural and in-silico protein-

protein interactions analyses of these CSIs to understand their role in oxidative damage 

protection among Deinococcus spp. We have also identified CSPs that are genetically 

linked to the proteins involved in DNA repair processes. 

Similarly, Chlamydial spp.  are characterized by a unique intracellular development cycle 

(Batteiger et al., 2014; Kohlhoff et al., 2014). DNA supercoiling levels are proposed to 

regulate the temporal expression of chlamydial gene during intracellular development.  

The promoter of gyrBA of chlamydial spp. has been upregulated during negative 

supercoiling which is distinctive molecular characteristics of chlamydial spp. (Orillard 

and Tan, 2016). But very few studies have been carried out to understand this unique 

feature of DNA topoisomerases in Chlamydiae species. In this study, I have carried out 

comparative genomics analyses to find out unique sequences in the GyrA and GyrB 

proteins which are specific for the Chlamydiae  spp. We have identified several CSIs in 

the GyrA and GyrB proteins which are unique molecular characteristics of the 

Chlamydiae spp. I have done structural and in-silico protein-protein interactions analyses 

on GyrA and GyrB proteins to decipher the functional roles of CSIs present in these 

proteins. 
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CHAPTER 2 

The utilization of molecular signatures to understand the radiation resistance of 

Deinococcus spp. 
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2.1 Introduction:  

The Deinococcus spp. which are part of the phylum Deinococcus-Thermus (Ho et al., 

2016; Garrity et al.,2001; Tanaka et al., 2004; de Groot et al., 2009) are characterized by 

their extraordinary tolerance to ionizing radiation (IR), ultraviolet radiation (UV), 

desiccation and chemical mutagens. Deinococcus spp. are promising research targets for 

use in the bioremediation of radiation-contaminated sites (Mattimore and Battista, 1996; 

Battista, 1997; Tanaka et al., 2004; Omelchenko et al., 2005; Makarova et al., 2001; 

Misra et al., 2006). The Deinococcus spp. have efficient antioxidant defense system, 

contain extensive abundance of genes encoding catabolic enzymes including catalases, 

peroxidase and superoxide dismutase which play role in removal of H2O2 and superoxide 

radicals from the cells (Markillie, Hradecky, & Wong 1999; Slade and Radman, 2011; 

Schmier et al., 2017). But all the Deinococcus spp. do not encode all these proteins in 

their genome.  Deinococcus spp. also contain exceptionally high amounts of manganese 

(Mn
2+

) complexes, play role to protect proteins from IR-induced oxidative damage. 

Increase presence of manganese (Mn
2+

) complexes has also been observed in some other 

IR resistant bacteria such as Lactobacillus plantarum and Synechocystis sp.PCC 6803 

(Daly, 2009; Daly, 2012).  

Previous studies have revealed that Deinococcus spp. possess classical prokaryotic DNA 

repair machinery consisting of the base excision repair (BER), the nucleotide excision 

repair (NER), the mismatch repair (MMR) and double-strand break (DSB) repair 

pathways (Timmins and Moe, 2016; Daly, 2009; Slade and Radman, 2011). Most of the 
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proteins of these pathways are ubiquitous and conserved among other group of bacteria 

which suggest that DNA repair machinery of Deinococcus spp. is either not unique or the 

novel aspects of DNA repair mechanism have not yet been identified (Slade and Radman, 

2011; Shen et al., 2007). However, comparative genomics analyses of their genome 

indicate that they have efficient genome reconstitution system after exposure to radiation 

in compare with radio-sensitive bacteria (Slade et al., 2009). The Deinococcus spp. 

encode abundant amount of DNA repair enzymes: a large number of DNA glycosylases 

involved in BER, two Dps proteins that play the role to DNA protection, two single-

stranded DNA binding (SSB) proteins (SSB and DdrB) that contribute to ssDNA 

intermediates protection and many hypothetical proteins, some of which may be related 

to DNA repair (Slade and Radman, 2011; Timmins and Moe, 2016). Deinococcus spp. 

also encode a large number of proteins in their genomes which are only specific for this 

group of bacteria (de Groot et al., 2009). Some of them (e.g. DdrA, DdrC, DdrD, IrrE, 

PprA) are highly expressed in radiation or desiccation exposure and play role in DNA 

damage response (Daly, 2009; Vujicic-Zagar et al., 2009; Tanaka et al., 2004; Makarova 

et al., 2007). Deletion of DdrA and DdrD proteins in combination with PprA leads to 

100- and 1000-fold more sensitivity to the lethal effects of UV-induced damage (Selvam 

et al, 2013). 

The Deionococcus spp. have unique DNA repair mechanism termed extended synthesis 

dependent strand annealing (ESDSA). In this repair mechanism, overlapping genomic 

fragments are first resected in a 5' to 3' fashion to generate 3' single strand DNA tails, 

then RecA protein converts the long linear repair intermediates into circular genome 
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replicons. In this way, ESDSA with the help of RecA-dependent homologous 

recombination (HR) play a role in Deinococcus radiation resistance (Slade et al., 2009; 

Sommer, Bentchikou, & Servant, 2010). In addition, extremely efficient exinuclease 

repair systems are able to repair the base and nucleotide damage with the broad spectrum 

of substrate specificity (Slade and Radman, 2011). This group of bacteria possesses two 

variants of the UvrA protein (UvrA1 and UvrA2) involved in the NER pathway (Tanaka 

et al., 2005). The UvrA1 protein plays a key role in DNA damage recognition (Jaciuk et 

al., 2011). This repair process is carried out by UvrB, UvrC, UvrD and completed by 

DNA polymerase I and Ligase enzyme (Jaciuk et al., 2011; Pakotiprapha et al., 2012). 

But, the functional role of UvrA2 is not clearly known (Shen et al., 2007). This protein 

does not possess UvrB interaction domain. But, recent studies indicate that UvrA2 plays a 

role in DNA repair and resistance to DNA damage inducing agents such as UV and bulky 

chemicals (Timmins et al., 2009).  The Deinococcus spp. also have UV damage 

endonuclease (UvsE)-dependent excision repair (UVER) pathway. Inactivation of UvrA1 

and UvsE proteins reduces the ability to remove UV-induced damage from the genomic 

DNA (Tanaka et al., 2005).  

Exposure of Deinococcus radiodurans and Escherichia coli to ionizing radiation, UV 

light, dessication and toxic chemicals causes similar amount of DNA damage in both of 

the species but the amount of protein damage is significantly higher in Escherichia coli 

than Deinococcus radiodurans (Krisko and Radman, 2010). Overall the Deinococcus spp. 

show remarkable robustness to radiation due to their efficient proteome protection and 

cell death by radiation is caused by oxidative damage with resultant loss of maintenance 
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activities including DNA repair (Krisko and Radman, 2010). Ultimately, the fate of 

irradiated cells depends on their ability to genome reconstitution; most studies have 

focused on how damaged DNA is repaired after exposed to radiation (Daly, 2009). 

However, only few studies have been performed targeting the novel molecular attributes 

of proteins involved in DNA repair to understand their mechanism of protection against 

oxidative damage. 

 We have identified a large number of conserved signature indels (CSIs) in different 

proteins involved in different cellular functions that are distinctive molecular 

characteristics of the Deinococcus homologs (Ho et al., 2016; Griffiths and Gupta, 2007). 

CSIs are the special type of signature sequence of that protein which is unique for certain 

group of bacteria (Gupta, 2014). In addition, we have identified numerous Deinococcus-

specific proteins in terms of conserved signature proteins (CSPs) (Griffiths and Gupta, 

2007; Ho et al., 2016). Among these CSPs few of them such as DdrB, PprA have already 

been characterized as involved in DNA repair (Ho et al., 2016; Kota et al., 2016; 

Makarova et al., 2007). 

The present work focuses on the sequence features of the proteins involved in DNA 

repair pathways to identify any characteristics that could prove helpful in understanding 

the exceptionally high tolerance of Deinococcus spp. to oxidative damage. We have 

identified highly specific molecular signatures in the form of CSIs that clearly distinguish 

the DNA repair proteins of Deinococcus from protein homologs of other bacteria. We 

have identified CSIs in the three important proteins (UvrA, UvsE and RecA) of NER, 
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UVER and HR DNA repair pathways. The result of protein modeling clearly reveals that 

the identified CSIs which are the distinct characteristic of Deinococcus homologs are 

present in the protein surface. The results of protein-protein interactions analyses of these 

proteins presented here delineate that UvrA1 and UvsE proteins are present in unique 

genetic linkage with few other proteins involved in protein disulfide bond formation 

proteins and dCSP-I (Accession: NP_295493), and Zn-ribbon protein. Simultaneously 

RecA protein is present in genetic linkage with two other proteins which are specific for 

Deinococcus-Thermus phylum. The importance of these observations regarding the high 

resistance of Deinococcus spp. to radiation is discussed. 

2.2 Methods: 

2.2.1 Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) analyses to examine the unique association 

of Deinococcus specific DNA repair proteins:  

The STRING database (Szklarczyk et al., 2017) has been used to analyze proteins which 

show unique association with the DNA repair proteins in Deinococcus spp. The STRING 

is a widely used, comprehensive database for PPIs. The STRING database contains data 

regarding PPIs based on both experimental data as well as predicted interaction 

information. It predicts interactions based on co-occurrence, gene fusion, co-expression 

and neighborhood (Mering et al., 2005; Szklarczyk et al., 2015). 
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2.2.2 Identification of genetic linkage of Deinococcus DNA repair proteins:  

The Deinococcus spp. genomes have examined to identify genetic linkage of DNA repair 

proteins. tBLASTn search was carried out for DNA repair proteins in the genome of 

Deinococcus radiodurans R1 against all available sequences in the GenBank nucleotide 

collection (Altschul et al., 1997; White et al., 2004). We looked at the position of the 

proteins in the graphics view of the genome. It also facilitates to find out the 

neighborhood proteins of this protein. Intergenic distance between two proteins was 

calculated manually based on their position in the genome. The direction of the genes in 

the genome had been determined by visual inspection. 

2.2.3 Structural analysis of the CSIs and homology modeling of the DNA repair 

protein homologs from Deinococcus spp.:  

Three-dimensional structure model of the DNA repair proteins homologs of Deinococcus 

spp. was developed from their full-length sequence using the homology modeling 

technique (Sali & Blundell, 1993) . The suitable template for homology modeling was 

identified by using PSI-Blast search (Altschul et al., 1997) against the Protein Data Bank 

(PDB) (Bi et al., 2015). Top hits obtained by a PSI-Blast search for the proteins of 

Deinococcus spp. and templates showed sequence identity in the range of 40-63%. The 

template was selected based on sequence identity and took into consideration other 

factors such as the probability score, expect value (E-value), analysis of the quality of 

sequence alignment, and the secondary structure compatibility between target and 

templates. Finally, the template was selected from crystallized proteins of different 
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bacterial spp. Initially, 200 models were generated by using modeller v9.14 (Sali & 

Blundell, 1993) and ranked by using assigned discrete optimized potential scores (DOPE) 

(Shen & Sali, 2006). Then modrefiner was used to refining the selected models (Xu & 

Zhang, 2011). Validation of the models of proteins was conducted by using four 

independent servers: PROSA (Wiederstein & Sippl, 2007; Sippl, 1993), RAMPAGE 

(Lovell et al., 2003), ERRAT (Colovos & Yeates, 1993), Verify3D (Eisenberg et al., 

1993) and QMEAN (Benkert et al.,2008). Then the three-dimensional structure of CSI 

containing region was examined and compared with the secondary structure of that 

region to ensure the reliability. 

2.3 Results: 

2.3.1 Distinguishing characteristics in the DNA repair proteins sequences from 

Deinococcus spp.: 

The Deinococcus spp. are more than 100-fold resistant to ionizing radiation and 20-fold 

resistant to UV-radiation as compared to E. coli. The UvrA1 and UvsE proteins are the 

central protein of NER and UVER DNA repair pathways which are responsible for UV-

induced damage repair (Tanaka et al., 2005). A multiple sequence alignment of 

representative DNA repair proteins homologs of NER and UVER pathways from 

different group of bacteria was carried out to gain insight into the molecular basis of the 

difference in the UV-radiation and mitomycin C resistance of Deinococcus spp. versus 

other groups of bacteria. Inspection of the sequence alignment has identified a number of 

CSIs found in the DNA repair proteins that are distinctive characteristics of Deinococcus 
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spp. The first of these CSIs is a 30 aa insertion in the UvrA protein that is commonly 

shared by all Deinococcus homologs (all available homologs without exceptions) (Figure 

1A). Secondly, we have identified a 15 aa insertion in the UvrC protein that is also 

specific for all Deinococcus homologs (Figure 1B). Additionally, we have also identified 

a 6 aa insertion in the UvrD protein that is unique trait of the members of the genus 

Deinococcus (Figure 2A). Deinococcus spp. also contain a 1 aa insertion in UvsE protein 

(all available homologs with few exceptions) (Figure 2B). We have identified 1 aa 

insertion in RecA protein which is specific for Deionococcus-Thermus phylum (Figure 

10). We have also identified a large number of CSIs in other DNA repair proteins (Table 

1 and Appendix). These molecular traits are only found in all homologs of these proteins 

from the member of the Deinococcus group of bacteria and absent in all homologs from 

other groups of bacteria. It provides strong suggestive evidence that these CSIs represent 

synapomorphic characteristics of the member of Deinococcus group, and likely occurred 

in a common ancestor of the group.  

2.3.2 Locations of the CSIs in the structure of the proteins:  

In our research, we have carried out the structural analysis of CSIs which are present in 

the proteins of NER and UVER pathways. Three dimensional structures of UvrD and 

RecA proteins are available from Deinococcus spp. Three-dimensional structure models 

of other proteins have been developed by homology modelling approach. The structure of 

these proteins has been visualized by using PyMOL software. The locations of different 

CSIs in the crystal or model structures of proteins have been mapped and surface 
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representation of these CSIs in the structure is exhibited in figure (Figure 3). The 6 aa 

CSI of UvrD protein is located at the helix region of the proteins and surface analysis 

reveals that this CSI is present on the protein surface. The 1 aa in RecA protein is also 

located at surface loop (Figure 10).  The 30 aa insertion in UvrA1 protein is located at the 

surface loop in the protein model. Simultaneously, the two other CSIs are also present at 

the surface loop of protein models. Secondary structure of the CSI region has been 

predicted by using PSI-PRED server. It has been marked in the figure by purple color 

(Figure 3). 

2.3.3 Unique interactions of DNA repair proteins ubiquitously present in the 

Deinococcus spp.:    

Surface loops in proteins are generally involved in mediating novel protein-protein 

interactions and protein-ligand interactions (Akiva, Itzhaki, & Margalit, 2008). We have 

analysed our CSI containing proteins to identify unique interactions with other proteins. 

Unique interactions of CSI-containing bacterial proteins were predicted by analyzing the 

PPIs data from the STRING database.  

Firstly, the UvrA1 protein has an unique interaction with dCSP-I protein (accession ID: 

NP_295493) among all five available Deinococcus spp. in the STRING database as well 

as with DsbA and DsbB proteins among 4 out of 5 representative species. The STRING 

database has predicted these associations based on the conserved genomic neighborhood 

context. Neighborhood analysis for all available genome sequenced Deinococcus spp. 

could lead a deeper insight to predict the functional association of these four proteins. We 
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have manually inspected the genomic data for available species to find out the 

neighborhood proteins of UvrA1 protein. Neighborhood analysis reveals that 16 out of 18 

CSI containing Deinococcus spp. have identically conserved neighborhood patterns in 

their genome (Figure 4). If two genes coexist in a certain group of microorganisms then 

these genes should have the same phylogenetic profile. These four proteins should also 

have same phylogenetic profile. According to Khan I. et al (2014), similar phylogenetic 

profiling proteins should have physical or functional interactions among them (Khan et 

al., 2014). Overall, neighborhood and phylogenetic profile analyses indicate that DsbA, 

DsbB and the dCSP-I may carry out UvrA1 protein–related functions in Deinococcus 

spp. Additionally, UvrA is present in genetic linkage with another CSP (dCSP-II) which 

is only specific for Deinococcus radiodurans and Deinococcus wulumuquiensis. 

In prokaryotic organisms, around 60% of genes are present in the polycistronic operon. 

An operon consists of a cluster of genes arranged in tandem on the same strand of a 

genome sharing common promoter and terminator.  Genes which are present in the same 

operon are also functionally related (Dam, Olman, Harris, Su, & Xu, 2007; Moreno-

hagelsieb, 2015). So, analysis of UvrA1, DsbA, DsbB and dCSP-I proteins based on the 

frequency of co-occurrence in the same operon could play the pivotal role to predict the 

function of a 30 amino acid CSI of UvrA1 and dCSP-I. The DOOR 2.0 database contains 

computationally predicted operons of the prokaryotic genomes. Operonic data for six 

Deinococcus spp. are available in DOOR 2.0. UvrA1, dCSP-I, DsbA, and DsbB proteins 

are present in the same operon among 3 out 6 species. UvrA1 and dCSP-I, as well as 

DsbA and DsbB, proteins are present in two different operons in two other Deinococcus 
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spp. But these two operons are adjacent to each other, and the intergenic distance among 

them is less than 200 base pairs. These are predicted operons; it could be possible that 

these four proteins are actually present in the same operon among most of the 

Deinococcus spp. (F. Mao, Dam, Chou, Olman, & Xu, 2009; X. Mao et al., 2014; 

Moreno-hagelsieb, 2015). In Deinococcus radiodurans, dCSP-I and UvrA1 proteins are 

present in different operons. Overall data suggests that these four proteins should have 

functional relation among themselves. 

Similarly, genetic neighborhood analysis reveals that The UvsE protein is also present in 

genetic linkage with Zn-ribbon (Zn-R) protein among Deinococcus spp. (Figure 6). 

Predicted operonic data from DOOR.2 database suggests that UvsE and Zn-R proteins are 

part of the same operon among Deinococcus spp. 

The RecA protein is also present in a unique genetic linkage with 2'-5' RNA ligase (LigT) 

and competence inducible protein A (CinA) among Deinococcus-Thermus spp. (Figure 

11), and also predicted to be present in the same operon. 

2.3.4 Structural analyses of these DNA repair proteins: 

Interestingly, we have identified CXXC motifs in the zinc finger motifs of UvrA1 protein 

using comparative genomics studies. Most of CXXC motifs are conserved through all 

bacterial species. Structural analysis delineates that these CXXC motifs are located at the 

surface, and two CXXC motifs of zinc finger III are located close proximity to DNA 

binding region (Figure 7). Substitution of one of the cysteines of CXXC motifs leads to 

inactivation of UvrA1 protein (Wang et al., 1994). We also have identified a large 
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number of CXXC motifs in other different DNA repair proteins of Deinococcus spp. 

(Table 2 and Appendix). 

The Secondary Structure and membrane topology of dCSP-I have been predicted by 

PSIPRED. dCSP-I protein contains five alpha helical regions. It has only one beta strand 

in its secondary structure (Figure 5). Membrane topology of this protein indicates that it 

is a transmembrane protein. It has five transmembrane helices. 

Comparative genomics analyses have confirmed that UvsE protein contains cysteine 

residues in the sequences. Structural analysis reveals that two of these cysteine residues 

are exposed on the surface (Figure 9). The Secondary structure and membrane topology 

analysis suggest that Zn-ribbon protein is a membrane associated protein (Figure 6).  

2.4 Discussion:  

The Deinococcus spp. differ from other groups of bacteria for their highly resistance 

pattern to different types of radiations, chemicals, and desiccation. These environmental 

and chemical mutagens are responsible for double strands-breaks (DSBs), single strands-

breaks (SSBs), base and nucleotide damage (Slade & Radman, 2011). The proteins 

involved different DNA damage repair pathways are pivotal research targets to 

understand the resistance mechanism of Deinococcus spp. Analyses of DNA repair 

proteins sequences from different organisms carried out in this work have brought 

important insights in this regard. UV-radiation is substantially responsible for direct and 

indirect damage to DNA and proteins. UVC radiation causes oxidative damage to 

proteins through generating reactive species resulting in protein thiol oxidation of 
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cysteine residues (Chan et al., 2006; Daly, 2009). It has been expected that Deinococcus 

spp. can increase the survival of cell by utilizing their efficient antioxidants system and 

clear damage proteins using an expanded family of subtilisin-like proteases (Makarova et 

al., 2001; Ghosal et al., 2005). This work has carried out comparative analyses of DNA 

repair proteins sequences and identified a high-specific sequence feature in the form of 

CSI in the protein sequences that clearly differentiate the DNA repair proteins homologs 

of Deinococcus spp. from the DNA repair proteins homologs found in most other 

organisms.  

The findings from this study indicate that most of DNA repairs proteins homologs from 

Deinococcus spp. differ from all other DNA repair proteins homologs by a highly-

conserved sequence feature. We have identified three large CSIs in UvrA, UvrC and 

UvrD proteins. The Crystal structure of UvrD protein from Deinococcus spp. is available, 

Structural analysis reveals that a 6 aa CSI in UvrD protein plays a role to stabilize the 

binding of adjacent loop with the ssDNA (Stelter et al, 2013). We also have identified a 1 

aa CSI in RecA protein which is specific for Deinococcus-thermus phylum. Structural 

analysis delineates that other CSIs are present in the surface loop of protein. Earlier work 

on conserved indels provides evidence that the genetic changes responsible for such 

indels are crucial for the proper functioning of the proteins in the CSI-containing 

organisms, and the removal of such CSIs has the adverse effect on the proper functioning 

of the concerned proteins (Singh & Gupta, 2009). The surface loops in protein sequences 

are considered as determinants of interaction because they constitute highly accessible 

regions of the protein and they are known to play essential roles in mediating protein-
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protein and protein-ligand interactions (Akiva et al., 2008). So, these studies strongly 

suggest that the described sequence characteristics of DNA repair proteins should play an 

important role in mediating protein-protein or protein-ligand interactions with other 

proteins and responsible for making the observed differences in the biochemical 

characteristics of Deinococcus spp.  

To understand the functional role of CSIs, we have carried out protein-protein 

interactions analysis of the CSI containing proteins based on in-silico PPI approaches. 

We have identified unique interactions in three main DNA repair proteins (RecA, UvsE 

and UvrA). RecA protein is present in a genetic linkage with CinA and LigT proteins 

among Deinococcus-Thermus spp. UvrA and UvsE proteins are interacting with proteins 

which contain functionally active cysteine residues. The UvsE protein has an unique 

genetic linkage with Zn-R protein among Deinococcus spp. Zn-R protein contains a zinc 

binding motif in their sequences which is very common molecular characteristics among 

DNA repair proteins. This protein also contains a CXXC motif which has oxidoreductase 

activity. Secondary structure analysis reveals that this protein is also a transmembrane 

protein (Fig. 6). The UvsE protein also contains a large number of cysteine residues in 

their sequences. So, Zn-R protein may play a role to maintain stability of UvsE proteins 

during oxidative damage. The mechanism has been explained detail in UvrA1 PPI 

analyses.  

The protein-protein interactions analyses completed have led to concur that the UvrA1 

protein is present in genetic linkage with dCSP-I, DsbA and DsbB Proteins among 
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Deinococcus spp.. We have explained the details of these interactions to understand the 

functional role of CSI, and dCSP-I and also to understand the resistance pattern of 

Deinococcus spp. Finally we have proposed a pathway to understand the functional role 

of these four proteins in together. This genetic linkage clearly differentiates the UvrA1 

homologs of Deinococcus spp. from the UvrA1 homologs found in most other organisms 

in terms of interactions. These four proteins may be present in the same operon among 

Deinococcus spp. The DsbA and DsbB are membrane associated disulfide bond 

formation protein (Chim, Harmston, Guzman, & Goulding, 2013; Inaba et al., 2006; Lin, 

Kovalsky, & Grossman, 1997; Makarova et al., 2007). The dCSP-I is a hypothetical 

protein with unknown function which is only found in Deinococcus spp. Secondary 

structure and membrane topology analyses by PSIPRED server (Buchan et al., 2013; 

Nugent & Jones, 2009) suggest that dCSP-I is a transmembrane protein (Figure 5). The 

intergenic distance between dCSP-I and UvrA1 is around -4 to 200 bp in most of 

Deinococcus spp. These types of genetic linkage between UvrA1 and dCSP-I and the 

highly-specific CSI are unique genomic and molecular characteristics for Deinococcus 

spp. This genetic linkage strongly suggests that UvrA1 protein should have interaction 

with dCSP-I and it may be mediated by this large CSI in UvrA1. 

The Zinc-binding motifs of UvrA1 contain CXXC motifs, and play a critical role in DNA 

damage detection (Navaratnams, Myless, Strangell, & Sancaren, 1989; Wagner, 

Moolenaar, & Goosen, 2011; Wang & Mueller, 1994). Cysteines of the CXXC motif 

form intermolecular disulfide bonds (Shouldice, Walden, Totsika, Schembri, & Martin, 

2011). Exposure of the UvrA1 protein to UVC radiation may lead to form a disulfide 
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bond between cysteine residues through protein thiols oxidation and inactivate the UvrA1 

protein (Slade & Radman, 2011). The UvrA1 protein of Deinococcus can be fully 

complemented by the UvrA1 protein of Escherichia coli. In that paper, Deinococcus 

radiodurans uvrA-defective strains that contain the Escherichia coli uvrA
+
 gene have 

been treated with mitomycin (MM), 4-nitroquinoline-1-oxide (4NQO), and Me3porsalen 

plus near-UV exposure to understand their survival. These strains displayed survival to 

4NQO identical with that of wild-type Deinococcus radiodurans. But they had clearly 

mentioned that the uvrA of Escherichia coli was failed to fully complement uvrA 

Deinococcus radiodurans with respect to survival to MM and Me3porsalen plus near-UV. 

But, this work reports that mtcA
+
 and mtcB

+
 genes are a single gene and is functionally 

similar to the UvrA protein of Escherichia coli(Agostini et al., 1996). Additionally, we 

have identified a 30 aa CSI in the UvrA protein of Deinococcus spp. Earlier work on 

CSIs have revealed that CSIs are important for proper functioning of proteins. 

Complementation of a 1 aa CSI in the proteins leads to inactivation of protein (Singh and 

Gupta, 2009). So, this 30 aa CSI in UvrA should have functional significance which will 

be specific for the Deinococcus spp. Overall, these results lead to question about the fully 

complementation of UvrA of Deinococcus radiodurans by UvrA protein of E. coli.  

UvrA is also involved in protecting cells from gamma radiation. Inactivation of UvrA 

proteins increased the sensitivity to gamma radiation (Brena-Valle and Serment-

Guerrero, 1998). UvrA also suppresses the illegitimate recombination, which is a major 

cause of chromosomal aberration, along with duplication, deletion, insertion, and 

translocation (Hanada et al., 2000). These observations indicate that UvrA protein is not 
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only play the role in UV-radiation but it is also involved in repair other forms of DNA 

damage induced by ionizing radiation, bulky and non-bulky chemical agents.  

The findings in this study indicate that UvrA1 protein of Deinococcus spp. is present in 

genetic linkage with membrane-associated DsbA and DsbB proteins. According to 

Khairnr N.P. et al (2013), a homolog of DsbA has been found in D. radiodurans, which 

has a role for radiation and cadmium induced oxidative resistance (Khairnar, Joe, Misra, 

Lim, & Kim, 2013). DsbA and DsbB contain CXXC motif, which have oxidoreductase 

activity. These both proteins play role in oxidative protein folding by transferring the 

electrons from unfolded protein to DsbA protein. Then this DsbA protein is oxidized by 

transfer electrons to the DsbB. Finally, DsbB transfers electrons to ubiquinone and 

menaquinone and become oxidized (Chim, Harmston, Guzman, & Goulding, 2013). So 

electron transfers are important for proper functioning of these proteins. When UvrA1 is 

exposed to oxidative damage then CXXC motif could form disulphide bond and this 

protein become inactivated. But Deinococcus UvrA1 could protect itself from oxidative 

damage by accepting electrons from DsbB proteins. This association between UvrA1 and 

DsbB also helps DsbB to remain oxidized. dCSP-I could play the role to make a bridge 

among these three proteins. Based on structural, functional, topological features of these 

four proteins, we have proposed a model (Figure 8) to explain the novel functional roles 

these four proteins play in protecting the critical proteins involved in DNA repair process 

in Deinococcus spp. from oxidative damage. According to our model, the unique 

interactions/association of DsbA, DsbB, and dCSP-I proteins with the UvrA1 protein 
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observed in Deinococcus spp. provides a novel mechanisms for protection of the UvrA1 

against UV-induced oxidative damage (detailed in Figure 8). 

A number of elements of this model are supported by experimental observations. In our 

model, we have indicated that UvrA1 protein transfers to membrane to detect the DNA 

damage. The UvrA1 protein localizes to the entire chromosome after and before DNA 

damage in the living cell (Smith, Grossman, & Walker, 2002). This protein translocates 

to the membrane to detect the DNA damage in E. coli. Around 40% of the UvrA was 

found in the membrane protein fraction (Lin et al., 1997). DNA is found to be associated 

with the membrane complex among Deinococcus spp. (Burrell et al., 1971). So, UvrA 

protein should transfer to membrane to detect DNA damage among Deinococcus spp. But 

experimental study is required to understand the localization of UvrA1 protein in 

membrane. The CSI is located at the surface loop of the protein, which is a very flexible 

region. So, it is very difficult to predict the functional role of this CSI. No experimental 

study has been conducted to understand the functional association of these four proteins 

in together. Further experimental studies are expected to validate our proposed models. 

dCSP-I acts as central protein in our model because it makes the functional linkage 

among UvrA1, DsbA, and DsbB proteins. Thus studies on deletion or mutation of the 

gene for dCSP-I protein should be of much importance to understand/confirm the 

functional role of this protein in the NER pathway and the model proposed here. 

Our observation reveals that identified novel molecular traits (CSIs, CSPs) in NER and 

UVER pathways DNA repair proteins should have a role in radiation, oxidation and 
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desiccation resistance among Deinococcus spp. Furthermore, it indicates that the highly 

resistant of UvrA1 protein to the oxidative damage may help to restore the NER pathway 

activity among Deinococcus spp., is similar to the result of SOS response of UvrA 

protein in E. coli which is regulated by recA-lexA regulon. Mutations in RecA gene 

results in the inhibition of SOS response of UvrA protein which  causes extremely 

sensitivity to UV radiation due to defects in recombinational repair and reduced or 

constitutive levels of NER activity (Kiyosawa, Tanaka, & Matsunaga, 2001). Various 

oxidoreductase, including thioredoxin (Trxs) and glutaredoxins (Grxs) are involved in the 

reduction of oxidized cysteine residues to maintain the thiol state. Trxs proteins from all 

domains of life contain conserved thioredoxin fold and a CXXC catalytic motif (Ezraty et 

al., 2017). DsbA and DsbB proteins also contain thioredoxin fold and CXXC motif in 

their structure. So, these proteins could play a role in oxidative damage protection of 

UvrA1 and provide resistance to this damage.  RecA plays significant role in ionizing and 

UV-radiation resistance of Deinococcus spp. Deinococcus RecA cannot be fully 

complimented by E. coli (Schlesinger, 2007). We have identified a 1 aa CSI in that 

protein which is specific for Deinococcus-Thermus spp. (Figure 10). RecA protein is 

present in a genetic linkage with CinA and CnP proteins which is specific for 

Deinococcus-Thermus. It is already known that CinA binds with RecA protein and 

locates it to the cell membrane in Streptococcus pneumoniae (Masure et al., 1998). 

Further studies may provide interesting insight about these unique molecular 

characteristics of the RecA protein. 
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Cysteine is important for functional activity of proteins where it has catalytic, regulatory, 

structure stabilizing, cofactor binding, and other functions. Cysteine residues which are 

exposed to surface, may easily switch their ability to function as nucleophiles. This 

electrostatic change may affect the topological and functional ability protein (i.e. 

interacting with environment, other proteins and charge molecules) (Marino, 2014). We 

have identified a large number of surface exposed cysteine residues in UvsE protein. 

Oxidative damage of surface exposed cysteine residues may lead to protein damage.  Zn-

ribbon protein may also play similar role to protect UvsE protein during oxidative 

damage.   

The proposed models for regulating UV-induced oxidative damage may have 

implications to further understanding of bioremediation research on Deinococcus spp.  

We have also identified CSIs in other DNA repair proteins which are distinctive 

molecular characteristics of Deinococcus spp. Further analyses of these CSIs can help to 

decipher the extraordinary tolerance of Deinococcus to other types of radiations, 

mutagens and desiccation. 
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Figure 1A: Partial sequence alignment of excinuclease ABC subunit A (UvrA1) protein 

showing a 30 amino acid insertion that is uniquely shared by all Deinococcus group of 

bacteria. The dashes (-) in the alignment file indicates the sequence identity with the top 

line. Meiothermus spp. have an insertion in this position but there is a 3 amino acid 

deletion in the insertion region. The region is not also conserved.  UvrA2 protein of 

Deinococcus spp. does not contain this insertion. So, this 30 amino acid insertion is a 

distinctive characteristic of the member of Deinococcus spp. 

 
 

  

Figure 1B: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of excinuclease ABC subunit 

C (UvrC) protein showing a 16 amino acid insertion that is specific for all Deinococcus 

group of bacteria. 
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Figure 2A: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of DNA helicase UvrD 

protein showing a 6 amino acid insertion that is uniquely shared by all Deinococcus 

group of bacteria. 

  

 

Figure 2B: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of UV damage endonuclease 

(UvsE) protein showing a 1 amino acid insertion that is uniquely shared by most of the 

Deinococcus group of bacteria. Three Deinococcus spp. do not contain this insertion 

which is marked by purple color.  
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Figure 3: A) Location of a 30 amino acid CSI in modeled UvrA1 protein of Deinococcus 

radiodurans. This CSI is located at loop region of UvrA1 protein. Surface location 

analysis delineates that this CSI is present in surface loop of protein. B) Location of a 15 

amino acid CSI in modeled UvrC protein. Structural analysis reveals that this CSI is 

located at surface loop region in the modeled UvrC.  C) Carton and surface representation 

of a 6 amino acid CSI in crystalized UvrD protein (PDB id: 4C2T). This CSI is located at 

helix region of protein. Surface representation reveals that this CSI is located at surface. 

D)  Structural analysis of 1 aa CSI in UvsE protein. This CSI is located at surface loop 

region in modeled UvsE. Secondary structure of CSIs region has been predicted by PSI-

PRED server. The Templates for homology modeling of UvrA, UvrC and UvsE of 

Deinococcus radiodurans have been selected from following species sequentially: 

Geobacillus sp. Y412MC52 (PDB id: 3UWX), Thermotoga maritime (PDB id: 2NRT) 

and Sulfolobus acidocaldarius (PDB id: 3TC3). All CSI regions are marked by purple 

color. 
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Figure 4: A diagrammatic representation of genomic neighborhood analysis result of 

UvrA1 protein for representative Deinococcus spp. Among all Deinococcus spp. (except 

Deinococcus radiodurans and Deinococcus wulumuqiensis), dCSP-I, DsbA and DsbB 

proteins are present in the neighbourhood to UvrA1. In Deinococcus radiodurans and 

Deinococcus wulumuqiensis, UvrA1 protein is present as a neighbourhood of dCSP-I. 

These four proteins are also present in the same direction in the Deinococcus genome. 

Intergenic distances between proteins are also shown in the diagram. Intergenic distances 

between proteins are less than 200 base pairs in most of the species. So, all four proteins 

should have same phylogenetic profile and present in the same operon.  UvrA2 protein of 

Deinococcus spp. does not show this pattern of neighbourhood. In Deinococcus 

radiodurans and Deinococcus wulumuqiensis, UvrA1 protein is present as a 

neighbourhood of another CSP (dCSP-II) which is only specific for these bacteria. 
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 Figure 5: Diagrammatic representation of (A) predicted secondary structure of dCSP-I 

(Accession ID: NP_295493). Secondary structure delineates that most of the residues are 

present in helix region of the protein. It is marked by magenta color. It has single beta 

strand region which is marked by yellow color. Black lines represent the coiled region of 

the protein. (B) Membrane topology of dCSP-I. Membrane topology has shown that it 

has five transmembrane helices, two loop regions are present in the periplasm and other 

two loops are present in the cytoplasm. N-terminal and C-terminal regions are positioned 

periplasmic and cytoplasmic region respectively.  
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Figure 6: A) Diagrammatic representation of genomic neighborhood analysis result 

ofUV-endonuclease protein UvsE in Deinococcus spp.  In all of the Deinococcus spp. 

UvsE protein is present in the neighbourhood to Zn-ribbon protein (Zn-R). These two 

proteins are also present in the same direction in the Deinococcus genome. Intergenic 

distances between proteins are also shown in the diagram. Intergenic distances between 

these proteins are less than 200 base pairs in most of the species. So, all four proteins 

should have same phylogenetic profile and present in the same operon. B) Predicted 

secondary structure of Zn-ribbon protein (Accession ID: AFD24462.1). Secondary 

structure reveals that half of the residues are present in helix region of the protein and 

other half of the residues are present in coiled region. C) Predicted membrane topology of 

Zn-ribbon protein.  This protein contains a transmembrane region. N-terminal and C-

terminal region are positioned cytoplasm and periplasm respectively. 
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Figure 7: A) Partial sequence alignment of UvrA protein.  Zinc-finger motifs of UvrA 

protein contain CXXC motifs. Four CXXC motifs are conserved through all bacterial 

species. Purple boxed cysteine of CXXC motif has been substituted with other amino 

acids experimentally and found significant for the function of UvrA protein. B) Structural 

analysis of CXXC motif of UvrA protein. CXXC motifs of Zinc finger III motifs are 

present in the surface. Two CXXC motifs are present in close proximity to DNA in 

UvrA-DNA binding complex. Two CXXC motifs have been marked by red and blue 

colour respectively. 
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Figure 8: Proposed model too understand the functional role of UvrA1, dCSP-I, DsbA 

and DsbB in together in DNA repair. Oxidized DsbA transfers its active site disulfide to 

an unfolded protein substrate; the substrate cysteines are thus oxidized, and the protein 

becomes folded. The active site cysteines of DsbA become reduced and are re-oxidized 

by transferring electron to DsbB protein. During the oxidative damage, UvrA protein 

becomes inactivated by forming the disulphide bond between cysteine residues of CXXC 

motifs and can not continue DNA repair. Deinococcus specific dCSP-I by interacting 

with CSI of UvrA1 protein acts as a functional bridge among UvrA1, DsbA, and DsbB. 

This oxidized UvrA become functional by accepting electron from DsbB. Now, UvrA1 

protein can detect the DNA damage and continue the NER pathway. The DsbB protein 

becomes oxidized and play role in the activation of DsbA protein which is responsible for 

fold formation in the substrate protein. The CSI region of UvrA protein has been marked 

by green color. 
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Figure 9: A) Partial sequence alignment of UvsE protein. UvsE protein contains three 

conserved cysteine residue in their sequence. Cysteine residues are marked by yellow 

color. B) Location analysis of these cysteine residues in the UvsE protein. Among three 

cysteine residues, two of them are located at protein surface which have been marked by 

red color. 
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Figure 10:  Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of DNA recombination 

protein RecA showing a 1 amino acid insertion that is specific for all bacteria of 

Deinococcus-Thermus phylum. Crystal structure of RecA protein is available from 

Deinococcus radiodurans (PDB id: 1XP8). Structural analysis reveals that 1 aa CSI in 

RecA protein is located at surface loop. 
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Figure 11: Diagrammatic representation of genomic neighborhood analysis result of 

DNA recombination protein RecA for representative Deinococcus-Thermus spp. RecA 

protein is present in a genetic linkage with LigT and CinA proteins throughout all 

Deinococcus-Thermus spp. The intergenic distance among them is less than 200 bp and is 

present in same direction. So, RecA, LigT and CinA proteins should present in same 

operon among Deinococcus-Thermus phylum. 
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Table 1: Summary of CSIs found in DNA repair proteins of Deinococcus spp. 

Protein name Pathwa

y 

Protein 

ID 

Figure(s) Indel 

size 

Indel 
c
 

position 

8-Oxoguanine DNA glycosylase 

(MutY)
a
 

BER DR2285 Supp. Fig.1 4  aa ins 24-82 

Formamidopyrimidine and 8-

oxoguanine DNA glycosylase (MutM) 

BER DR0493 Supp. Fig.2 2 aa del 168-225 

Endonuclease III (Nth) BER DR0928 Supp. Fig.3 2 aa ins 144-228 

UvrA1 NER DR1771           Fig.1A 30 aa ins 421-514 

UvrC NER DR1354           Fig.1B 16 aa ins 459-535 

UvsE UVER DR1819           Fig.2B 1 aa ins 48-125 

DNA recombination protein 

(RecA)
b
 

HR DR2340 Supp. Fig.4 1 aa ins 216-280 

DNA helicase recombination 

protein (RecR)
 b
 

HR DR0198 Supp. Fig.5 2 aa del 104-164 

DNA helicase (RecQ) HR DR1289 Supp. Fig.6 2 aa del 453-510 

Helicase RecD protein HR DR1902 Supp. Fig.7A 2 aa del 376-427 

Helicase RecD protein HR DR1902 Supp. Fig.7B 2 aa del 426-493 

crossover junction 

endodeoxyribonuclease RuvC 

protein 

HR DR0440 Supp. Fig.8 2 aa del 82-147 

DNA helicase RecG protein HR DR1916 Supp. Fig.9 1 aa ins 14-73 

DNA polymerase I (PolA) MP DR1707 Supp. Fig.10 2 aa ins 191-257 

DNA polymerase III, alpha 

subunit(DnaE) 

MP DR0507 Supp. Fig.11 65 aa ins 315-491 

DNA polymerase III, alpha 

subunit(DnaE) 

MP DR0507 Supp. Fig.12 2 aa ins 75-131 

DNA ligase (LigA) MP DR2069 Supp. Fig.13 3 aa ins 101-169 

UvrD MP DR1775           Fig.2B 16 aa ins 516-576 

Gyrase A(GyrA) MP DR1913 SupP.Fig.14 1 aa ins 265-341 

Gyrase B(GyrB) MP DR0906 Supp. Fig.15 1 aa ins 27-99 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BER- Base Excision Repair; NER-Nucleotide Excision Repair; HR- Homologous 

Recombination; 

UVER-UV damage endonuclease (UvsE)-dependent excision repair; MR- Mismatch 

repair; MP-Multiple pathways.  
a
 The indel is specific for Deinococcus and Hyphomonas spp.. 

b
 The indel is specific for Deinococcus-Thermus. 

c
 the idel position indicates the region of the protein containing the CSI. 
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Table 2: CXXC motif in DNA repair proteins of Deinococcus spp. 

          Protein name Pathway Protein ID CXXC motif in 

the sequence 

8-Oxoguanine DNA glycosylase 

(MutY) 

BER DR2285 Yes(1) 

Formamidopyrimidine and 8-

oxoguanine DNA glycosylase 

(MutM) 

BER DR0493 Yes(2) 

Endonuclease III (Nth) BER DR0928 Yes(1) 

UvrA1 NER DR1771 Yes(5) 

DNA or RNA helicase of 

superfamily II (Rad25) 

NER DRA0131 Yes(2) 

RecO HR DR0819 Yes(2) 

RecR HR DR0198 Yes(2) 

RecQ HR DR1289 Yes(1) 

SbcC HR DR1922 Yes(1) 

RadA HR DR1105 Yes(2) 

DNA polymerase III subunit 

gamma/tau 

MP DR2410 Yes(1) 

DNA ligase (LigA) MP DR2069 Yes(1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BER- Base Excision Repair; NER-Nucleotide Excision Repair; HR- Homologous 

Recombination; 

UVER-UV damage endonuclease (UvsE)-dependent excision repair; MR- Mismatch 

repair; MP-Multiple pathways.  
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CHAPTER 3 

Studies on Chlamydiae-specific CSIs and CSPs to understand their possible cellular 

functions 
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3.1 Introduction:  

The members of the phylum Chlamydiae are intracellular bacteria that cause a variety of 

diseases by infecting eukaryotic cells (Brunham et al., 1990; Carabeo et al., 2003; CDC, 

2014). Chlamydial spp. are responsible for the bacterial sexually transmitted infection, 

trachoma, community-acquired pneumonia and also risk factor for cardiovascular disease 

(Kuo et al., 1993; Kuo et al., 1995; Batteiger et al., 2014; Kohlhoff et al., 2014). 

Although members of the phylum Chlamydiae produce infections that have different 

clinical manifestations, the main features of the intracellular lifestyle characterized by 

biphasic development cycle are similar for all chlamydial species and strains (Hybiske 

and Stephens, 2007; Moulder, 1991). The infectious elementary body (EB) initiates the 

infection by their ability to attach and invade susceptible cells. The most critical stage of 

infection is the conversion of EB into the metabolically active form, termed reticulate 

body (RB) by 6 to 8 hour postinfection (HPI). DNA is present in the relaxed form in RB 

that facilitates the replication of RB repeatedly by binary fission during midcycle. After 8 

or 10 rounds of division, RBs convert into EB. These EBs are released to infect 

neighboring cells (Wyrick, 2010; Abdelrahman and Belland, 2005; Batteiger et al., 2014). 

This chlamydial lifestyle is controlled by the expression of genes during the development 

cycle in three main temporal classes (Abdelrahman and Belland, 2005; Nicholson et al., 

2003; Belland et al., 2003). Early genes are transcribed within a few hour of infection 

through an unknown mechanism, and most of these genes play the role in stress response, 
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translational machinery and DNA-binding (Rosario and Tan, 2012). The expression of 

late genes is essential to determine whether an individual RB continues to divide or 

terminally differentiates into EB. The transcription of late genes is negatively regulated 

by the transcription factor called EUO, which binds with the late genes promoters and 

may prevent the transcription by RNA polymerase (Yu and Tan, 2003; Yu et al., 2006; 

Rosario et al., 2014; Rosario and Tan, 2015; Rosario and Tan, 2012). Majority of 

chlamydial genes are transcribed in midcycle during the RB replication. Midcycle genes 

are positively regulated by negative DNA supercoiling among Chlamydial spp. because 

promoters of midcycle genes are highly transcribed in more supercoiled templates. 

Simultaneously, a subset of early genes also has supercoiling dependents promoters. 

These genes also upregulate in midcycle of Chlamydial development.(Niehus et al., 2008; 

Cheng and Tan, 2012; Orillard and Tan, 2016). 

DNA supercoiling is considered as the global mechanism for regulation of gene 

expression which is believed to represent the highest level in the hierarchy of prokaryotic 

gene regulation (Dorman, 1991; Laponogov et al., 2013). A recent study has revealed that 

temporal expression of chlamydial genes during intracellular infection is expected to be 

regulated by changes in DNA supercoil level (Orillard and Tan, 2016). DNA 

topoisomerase enzymes play role in controlling the DNA supercoiling level in bacterial 

cells (Laponogov et al., 2013). DNA Gyrase is a heterotetrameric protein composed of 

GyrA and GyrB subunits which are unique in their ability to introduce negative 

supercoils into DNA thereby controlling chromosome supercoiling (Gellert et al., 1976; 

Reece and Maxwell, 1991; Maxwell and Lawson, 2003). This mechanism promotes 
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replication fork advancement and allows global regulation of gene expression. This 

negative supercoiling has been relaxed by Topoisomerase I. Topoisomerase IV is 

involved in decatenation and relaxation [(Bush et al., 2015; Sissi and Palumbo, 2010; 

Champoux, 2001; Viard and de la Tour, 2007; Dorman and Berlin, 2008). Chlamydial 

spp. encode these three topoisomerases that are involved in regulating supercoiling levels. 

The genes of gyrase (gyrA and gyrB) are co-transcribed the same operon and this is also 

the case for topoisomerase IV (parC and parE) (Orillard and Tan, 2016). The promoter of 

topoisomerase genes are also transcribed at higher level during supercoiling among 

chlamydial spp. (Huang, 1996). One of the most surprising characteristics of chlamydial 

topoisomerases is that the promoter of gyrBA is up-regulated by higher levels of DNA 

supercoiling, which has not been observed for any other bacterial spp. (Huang, 1996; 

Orillard and Tan, 2016). Therefore, this is a distinctive characteristic of chlamydial spp. 

However, No study has been performed targeting the novel molecular attributes of 

Topoisomerase II proteins involved negative DNA supercoiling to understand the role 

during intracellular infection. 

The advent of large-scale genome sequencing is providing researchers with tremendous 

wealth of information that can be used to identify molecular traits for different groups of 

prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms. Our recent work has identified a large number of 

conserved signature indels (CSIs) in a variety of proteins involved in different cellular 

functions that are unique molecular characteristics of the chlamydial homologs (Gupta et 

al., 2015). Additionally, our comparative analyses also have identified chlamydial-
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specific proteins in terms of conserved signature proteins (CSPs) (Gupta and Griffiths, 

2006; Gupta et al., 2015). 

The work in this chapter focuses on the genomic and sequence features of GyrA and 

GyrB proteins to identify any molecular characteristics that may helpful to understand the 

role of DNA gyrase enzymes in chlamydial intracellular development. This study has led 

to the identification of several highly specific molecular signatures in the form of CSIs 

that clearly distinguish the DNA Gyrase proteins of chlamydial spp. from protein 

homologs of other bacteria. Structural analysis delineates that most of the CSIs, which are 

distinct characteristics of Chlamydial spp., are present on the protein surface. The results 

of protein-protein interactions analyses provide evidence that GyrA and GyrB proteins 

are present in a distinctive genetic linkage with thymidylate kinase (TMK), DNA 

polymerase III subunit δ'(HolB) and one of the chlamydial specific CSP (Accession: 

ARZ55828.1) in the chlamydiae species. The importance of these observations is 

discussed to understand the unique intracellular infection of chlamydial spp. 

3.2 Methods: 

3.2.1 Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) analyses to examine the unique association 

of Chlamydiae GyrA and GyrB proteins:  

 The STRING database (Szklarczyk et al., 2017) was used to predict unique association of 

GyrA and GyrB proteins with other proteins that are specific for the phylum Chlamydiae. 

The STRING is a widely used, comprehensive database for PPIs. The STRING database 

contains both experimental and predicted PPIs data. It predicts PPIs based on co-
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occurrence, gene fusion, co-expression and neighborhood (von Mering et al., 2005; 

Szklarczyk et al., 2015). 

3.2.2 Identification of genetic linkage in Chlamydiae GyrA and GyrB proteins:  

The chlamydial spp. genomes have been inspected to identify the genetic linkage of 

GyrA and GyrB proteins. We have analyzed the graphics view of the Chlamydiae 

genomes to find out the neighborhood proteins of these two proteins. Intergenic distance 

between two proteins was mapped manually based on their position in the genome. The 

direction of the genes in the genome has been identified by visual inspection. 

3.2.3 Structural analysis of the CSIs and homology modeling of the GyrA and GyrB 

homologs from the phylum Chlamydiae:   

Three-dimensional structure of the C-terminal domain of GyrA and N-terminal ATPase 

domain of GyrB proteins homologs of Chlamydial spp. was modeled from their full-

length sequence using the homology modeling technique (Sali and Blundell, 1993). The 

PSIPRED v3.3 web server was used to perform the secondary structure analyses of the 

selected GyrA and GyrB homologs sequence (Buchan et al., 2013). To find the suitable 

template for homology modeling, PSI-Blast (Altschul et al., 1997) search was used 

against the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Rose et al., 2015). To select the template; the 

sequence identity between template and target proteins, the probability score, expect 

value (E-value), analysis of the quality of sequence alignment, and the secondary 

structure compatibility between target and templates have taken into consideration. 

Initially, 200 models were generated by using modeller v9.14 (Sali and Blundell, 1993) 
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and ranked by using assigned discrete optimized potential scores (DOPE) (Shen and Sali, 

2006). The selected models have been refined by the modrefiner (Xu and Zhang, 2011). 

Validation of the models of GyrA and GyrB proteins was performed by using four 

independent servers: PROSA (Wiederstein and Sippl, 2007), RAMPAGE (Lovell et al., 

2003), ERRAT (Colovos and Yeates, 1993), Verify3D (Eisenberg et al., 1997) and 

QMEAN (Benkert et al., 2008). Then the structure results of the CSIs regions was 

inspected and compared with the results of PSIPRED analysis to ensure the reliability. 

The PyMoL was used to carry out the superimposition of validated models with 

templates to evaluate the structure and location of identified CSIs in the structure of 

GyrA and GyrB.  

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Distinguishing characteristics in the GyrA and GyrB proteins sequences of 

chlamydial spp.:  

Negative DNA supercoiling is involved in reduced winding of the DNA helix in the 

bacterial cells that favors these DNA reactions which depend on strand separation, i.e, 

transcriptions, transpositions, replication, and recombination (Dorman, 1991). This 

negative DNA supercoiling is regulated by GyrA and GyrB proteins (Reece and 

Maxwell, 1991). The sequences of these two proteins were examined to gain insights into 

the molecular basis of unique characteristics of chlamydial topoisomerase II enzymes. 

The results of our sequence analyses have identified a number of CSIs in GyrA and GyrB 

proteins that are distinctive characteristics of the chlamydial spp. Among these CSIs, the 
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first CSI is a 1 aa insertion in GyrA which is commonly shared by all chlamydial spp. 

(Figure 12A). The GyrA protein contains another 1 aa CSI that is also a unique molecular 

characteristic for chlamydial spp. (Figure 12B). Multiple sequence alignments of GyrB 

protein have identified two CSIs which are comprised of 6 and 4 aa inserts in the 

conserved region of that protein (Figure 13A and Figure 13B). The 6 aa CSI of GyrB has 

been identified in our previous work; however, no structural and functional analyses of 

this CSI have been carried out by us (Gupta and Griffiths, 2006).   All of these CSIs are 

flanked by conserved residues on both sides and are ubiquitously present in all 

Chlamydial homologs of GyrA and GyrB. Except for Chlamydiae these CSIs are not 

present in any other bacterial homologs in the top 500 blast hit. 

3.3.2 Locations of the CSIs in the structure of the GyrA and GyrB proteins and 

their possible significance:  

The GyrA protein is composed of two domains: N-terminal domain (NTD) and C-

terminal domain (CTD) (Lanz et al., 2014). The GyrB protein also possesses two 

domains: N-terminal ATPase domain and Mg
2+

-binding-TOPRIM domain (Brino et al., 

2000). The insertions in the GyrA protein are present in C-terminal domain. Both of the 

insertions in the GyrB protein are located in N-terminal ATPase domain.  

The locations of different CSIs in the model structures of proteins have been mapped and 

surface representations of these CSIs in the structure are exhibited in Figure 15. 

Secondary structure elements are also displayed above the primary structure. We have 

modeled the structure of GyrA-CTD and GyrB-N-terminal ATPase domains to predict 
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the location of CSIs. The first 1 aa CSI in GyrA is present in a helix region, and surface 

analysis reveals that this CSI is located at protein surface. Another 1 aa CSI in GyrA is 

located in a surface loop of the protein (Figure 15). The 6 aa and 4 aa CSIs in GyrB 

protein are also located in surface loops in the three-dimensional cartoon structure of 

protein (Figure 15). 

The first 1 aa CSI in GyrA protein is located in the β-CA loop. This β-CA loop is 

important for folding of GyrA-CTD and imparts superhelicity on the DNA as it binds 

with this loop. It has been proposed that the abundance of positively charged arginine and 

lysine on the loop enhance the DNA contact (Lanz et al., 2014). Interestingly, this CSI 

contains arginine or lysine amino acid. So, this CSI may play a role in increasing the 

strength of DNA contact with GyrA-CTD among chlamydial spp. which may also 

enhance superhelical activity of this protein among this group of bacteria. This CSI is 

located in helix at a position which plays a role in interaction between blades 1 and 6. 

When we modeled the GyrA-CTD region by deleting this CSI, no helix region was 

formed near the interaction side between blade 1 and blade 6 (Figure 16). Overall, this 

CSI may play a role in protein folding and the superhical activity among chlamydial spp.  

The 6 aa CSI in GyrB protein is also present in a loop region of the protein (Figure 17). 

This loop forms a channel which facilitates the nucleotide binding and also play role in 

dimerization (Brino et al., 2000). Structural analysis reveals that chlamydial spp. have an 

extended loop due to the presence of this 6 aa CSI in the protein (Figure 17). So, this loop 
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may play a more efficient role in nucleotide binding among chlamydial spp. which 

facilitates the dimerization of GyrB during supercoiling.  

Another 1 aa CSI in GyrA and 4 aa CSI in GyrB are located at surface loop in the 

structure (Figure 15) Surface located loop is usually necessitated in mediating protein-

protein and protein-ligand interactions (Akiva et al., 2008). So, these two CSI may 

responsible for unique protein-protein interaction among chlamydial spp. 

3.3.3 Unique interactions of GyrA and GyrB proteins ubiquitously present in the 

chlamydial spp.    

We have analyzed CSI containing proteins to identify any unique interactions that are 

specific for the chlamydial spp. We have predicted the unique interaction by using 

protein-protein interactions (PPIs) data from STRING database. Our PPIs analyses reveal 

that GyrA and GyrB proteins are associated with each other among all chlamydial spp. 

These two proteins also have unique genetic linkage with thymidylate kinase (TMK), 

DNA polymerase III, subunit δ' (HolB) and one of the hypothetical protein. We have 

analysed this hypothetical protein to understand if this is a chlamydial specific CSP or 

not. Our analyses have confirmed that this hypothetical protein is a chlamydial specific 

CSP that has been identified by earlier work of our lab at 2006 (Figure 18) (Gupta and 

Griffiths, 2006). This CSP is still specific for the phylum Chlamydiae though a large 

number of genomic data is now available in compare to 2006. This provides clear 

evidence about the realiability and specificity of CSPs. These associations have been 

predicted based on the conserved genome neighborhood context. Neighborhood analysis 
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of all available sequenced genome species will provide clear hints to predict the 

functional association of these five proteins.  Neighborhood analysis reveals that the 

genes GyrA and GyrB proteins are present in genetic linkage with TMK, HolB and one 

of our identified CSP among all available sequenced chlamydial spp. (Figure 19). When 

two or more genes are present in a certain group of microorganisms, they should have 

similar phylogenetic profile. Proteins that have similar phylogenetic profile should have 

carried out functional or physical interactions among them (Khan et al., 2014). So, these 

five proteins together should carry out unique function among chlamydial spp. 

All of these proteins are present in the same direction throughout the all chlamydial 

genomes. We have analysed these proteins to understand their operonic arrangement in 

the genome. We have predicted the operonic arrangement of these proteins by using the 

DOOR 2.0 database, which contains computationally predicted operons of the 

prokaryotic genomes. GyrA, GyrB, CSP, TMK and HolB proteins are present in the same 

polycistronic operon among 5 out of 7 chlamydial spp. In Waddlia chondrophila and 

Simkania negevensis; GyrA , GyrB, TMK and HolB are present in same operon but the 

CSP is present in the adjacent operon. The intergenic distance between two operons is 

less than 30 bp and they are in the same direction (Mao et al., 2014; Mao et al., 2009; 

Moreno-Hagelsieb, 2015). These five proteins may be present in same operon among all 

chlamydial spp. because these are predicted operons. Overall data indicates that these five 

proteins should have functional relation among themselves and could be unique 

characteristics of chlamydial spp. 
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3.4 Discussion: 

The members of the phylum Chlamydiae encode three DNA topoisomerases that have 

been characterized for controlled DNA supercoiling level. All three topoisomerases have 

shown supercoiling responsiveness. Topoisomerase I and topoisomerase IV expression 

are controlled by negative feedback during supercoiling, which is typical of other 

bacteria. The promoter of gyrBA is upregulated by DNA supercoiling among chlamydial 

spp., which is unique molecular characteristic of topoisomerase II enzymes among 

chlamydial spp. (Orillard and Tan, 2016). Negative supercoiling is also considered to be a 

global regulator of genes during intracellular infection among chlamydial (Maxwell and 

Lawson, 2003; Dorman and Berlin, 2008). In this work, we have analyzed the GyrA and 

GyrB sequences from different organisms to bring important insights in this regard. This 

work has carried out comparative analyses of GyrA and GyrB proteins sequences and 

identified a high-specific sequence feature in the form of CSI in the GyrA and GyrB 

sequences. These CSIs clearly differentiate these proteins homologs of chlamydial spp. 

from the GyrA and GyrB homologs found in most other organisms. We also have 

inspected the genomic arrangement of these proteins among chlamydial spp. and other 

groups of bacteria.  

This study reports that GyrA and GyrB homologs from chlamydial spp. differ from all 

other GyrA and GyrB homologs by highly-conserved sequence features. These results 

strongly suggest that these highly-conserved sequence characteristics should have the role 

in the biochemical differences in GyrA and GyrB proteins of the phylum Chlamydiae. 
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Structural analysis reveals that 3 out of 4 CSIs are located at surface loop of the proteins. 

One of the CSI of GyrA is present in a helix region of the protein. This CSI is also 

located at the protein surface. Earlier works on conserved signature indels provide 

significant evidence that CSIs play essential for the proper functioning of the proteins in 

the CSI-containing organisms, and the removal of the CSIs leads to loss of concerned 

protein biological activity or complete inactivation of the protein (Singh and Gupta, 

2009). Structural analysis has indicated that 1 aa CSI of GyrA in the 517-584 sequence 

position is present in β-CA loop. Overall structural, sequence and nature of amino acid in 

the CSI position suggests that this CSI may play role in DNA binding with CTD-GyrA 

and also strength the interaction between blade 1 and blade 6 of GyrA protein among the 

Chlamydiae. The 6 aa CSI of GyrB is also present in a loop that facilitates the nucleotide 

binding. Our analysis strongly suggests that both of these CSIs should play role in more 

efficient functioning of GyrA and GyrB protein among chlamydial spp. 

Another 1 aa CSI of GyrA in the 576-626 sequence position and 4 aa CSI of GyrB are 

located at surface loop. The surface loop constitutes highly accessible regions of the 

protein, are considered as determinants of interaction and these loops are responsible for 

mediating protein-protein and protein-ligand interactions (Akiva et al., 2008). So, these 

studies strongly indicate that the highly-conserved sequence characteristics of GyrA and 

GyrB proteins may be involved in protein- ligand and protein-protein interactions with 

other proteins, which may be associated with the observed differences in the biochemical 

characteristics of the phylum Chlamydiae. The protein-protein interactions analyses have 

led to concur that CSI containing GyrA and GyrB proteins are present in a unique genetic 
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linkage with a hypothetical protein, Tmk and HolB proteins among Chamydiales. We 

have carried out further analyses of these genetically linked proteins to understand the 

functional association with GyrA and GyrB proteins. Our comparative genomics studies 

reveal that this hypothetical protein is a Chlamydiae specific CSP. We have identified a 8 

aa deletion in HolB proteins which is unique molecular characteristics of Chlamydiales 

(Figure 14B). Structural analysis of HolB protein reveals that this deletion is present in 

zinc module of this protein. HolB protein is one of the key players of the clamp-loading 

complex which is involved in the removal of γ complex from the β subunit after the 

clamp is placed on DNA. It is expected that zinc module of HolB is responsible for 

interaction with DNA. This interaction of the zinc module with DNA might introduce a 

mechanism for coupling DNA binding to ATP hydrolysis. So, this zinc module is critical 

for the proper functioning of HolB protein (Guenther et al., 1997; Podobnik et al., 2003). 

It may have different mechanism to function properly among chlamydial spp. Tmk is 

considered as one of the most attractive antibacterial targets as it is responsible for 

catalyzing components of DNA synthesis. The TMK protein is present in the junction of 

de novo and salvage pathway of thymidine triphosphate (dTTP) synthesis. In addition 

with this, it is the last specific enzymes of dTTP synthesis (Kotaka et al., 2006). So, this 

enzyme plays a critical role of DNA synthesis. We have also identified 2 aa insertion in 

the TMK protein sequence which is specific for Chlamydia spp. (Figure 14A). This CSI 

may have some unique functional role for this group of bacteria. Overall, GyrA, GyrB, 

HolB and Tmk proteins are associated with DNA synthesis; however the functional role 

of CSP is unknown. The Operonic analysis suggests that these five proteins should also 
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present in the same polycistronic operon among chlamydial spp. These five proteins may 

carry out unique functions together among chlamydial spp. During Intracellular 

development of the phylum Chlamydiae, the compacted EB DNA is relaxed and signals 

for DNA, RNA, and protein synthesis (Wyrick, 2010). The midcycle genes that are 

transcribed during RB replication, are upregulated by negative supercoiling. Negative 

supercoiling also upregulates the gyrBA promoters. This upregulation is only unique to 

the members of the phylum Chlamydiae. Our study suggests that these five proteins 

should be transcribed from the same promoter. So, HolB, TMK and CSP gene expression 

also should be upregulated during negative supercoiling. It has been already known that 

genes that are involved in DNA replication are upregulated at active stage of Chlamydial 

intracellular development (Wyrick, 2010). We have proposed a model to understand the 

functional role of these five proteins together in chlamydial intracellular development 

(Figure 20). 

When infectious EB converts into metabolically active RB, the compacted DNA becomes 

relaxed.  The negative supercoiling levels peak at this stage of chlamydial development. 

The expression of gyrBA promoter upregulates by positive feedback control. The 

expression of CSP, GyrA, GyrB, holB and TMK should be upregulated because these 

five proteins are transcribed by the same promoter. The CSP may provide evolutionary 

advantage among Chlamydiae spp., because promoter for these five proteins are located 

at upstream region of CSP. It may also act as a linker among these proteins during the 

replication. GyrA and GyrB proteins enhance the negative supercoiling which increase 

the replication rate. To increase the replication rate, the expression of DNA polymerase 
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III holoenzymes is important. HolB is one of the holoenzyme of clamp-loader complex. 

TMK protein is responsible for the components of DNA synthesis. So, these five proteins 

together may play role in increasing replication rate in midcycle genes. GyrA and GyrB 

may enhance the functional role of HolB protein because it is lacking the zinc module 

among the members of the phylum Chlamydiae. It has been proposed that DNA 

supercoiling also induces the expression of late midcycle topoisomerase I and 

topoisomerase IV, which leads to unbalance the gyrase activity. It down-regulates the 

expression of gyrBA promoters and also the expression of HolB and TMk at the late 

cycle of chlamydial development. So, replication rate becomes lower during the 

conversion of RB to EB. This model provides molecular insight of chlamydial 

intracellular development. The GyrA and GyrB proteins with the association of a CSP are 

regulating the functional activity of TMK and HolB proteins. The association of CSP 

with GyrA and GyrB may be mediated by 1 aa CSI of GyrA in the 576-626 sequence 

position and 4 aa CSI of GyrB. Structural analyses of GyrA and GyrB proteins indicate 

that GyrA and GyrB proteins of chlamydial spp. should carry out more supercoiling 

activity due to presence of highly conserved sequence features.  

A number of elements of this model need to proof by further experiment. First of all, 

these five proteins are present in the same operon among the members of the phylum 

Chlamydiae based on predicted operonic arrangement by DOOR.2 database. A recent 

study has been revealed that the promoter of gyrA and gyrA are present the upstream site 

of CSP in Chlamydia tractomatis (Orillard and Tan, 2016). It does not indicate anything 

about downstream part of this operon. So, further studies are required to understand their 
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operonic arrangement. Though, phylogenetic profiles, direction of the genes, 

neighborhood and intergenic distance analyses already clearly indicate that these five 

should have some functional or physical interactions among the chlamydial spp. There is 

no experimental study carried out to understand the functional association of these five 

proteins together. Further experimental studies are expected to validate our proposed 

models. To understand the functional role of CSP, we could carry out knock out study.  

The role of topoisomerase I and topoisomerase IV in reducing the negative supercoiling 

at late cycling of intracellular development has been proposed in a recent study. It is 

already known that both enzymes have a capacity to relax DNA. In addition to this, 

temporal correlation between topoisomerase I and topoisomerase IV expression and 

chlamydial DNA relaxation indicates that these two enzymes may involve unbalancing 

the gyrase activity. 

This work provides a clear hint to understanding the role of topoisomerase II enzymes in 

chlamydial intracellular development. We have identified unique molecular 

characteristics known as CSI in the GyrA and GyrB proteins specific for the members of 

the phylum Chlamydiae. Two of these CSIs should play role in increasing supercoiling 

activity during the intracellular development.  We also have identified unique genetic 

linkage of GyrA and GyrB with a CSP, HolB and TMK proteins and proposed a model to 

understand their functional or physical association. Our proposed model is supported by 

several studies (Orillard and Tan, 2016; Wyrick, 2010). Our identified CSIs and proposed 

model may have implications to identify drug targets for the treatment of chlamydial 

infections. 
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Figure 12A: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of DNA gyrase subunit A 

(GyrA) protein showing a 1 amino acid insertion that is uniquely shared by all 

Chlamydiales. Dashes in the sequence alignment indicate identity to the amino acid on 

the top line. The accession numbers of the sequences and the position of this region in the 

Chlamydia muridarum are shown. Only sequence information for representative species 

is presented. 

 

 

Figure 12B: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of DNA gyrase subunit A 

(GyrA) protein showing a 1 amino acid insertion that is specific for all Chlamydiales. 
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Figure 13A: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of DNA gyrase subunit B 

(GyrB) protein showing a 6 amino acid insertion that is a distinctive characteristic from 

homologs of Chlamydiales. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 13B: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of DNA gyrase subunit B 

(GyrB) protein showing a 4 amino acid insertion that is uniquely shared by all 

Chlamydiales. 
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Figure 14A: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of thymidylate kinase 

(TMK) protein showing a 2 amino acid insertion that is uniquely shared by all Chlamydia 

spp. 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 14B: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of DNA polymerase III 

subunit δ' (HolB) protein showing a 8 amino acid deletion that is the distinctive molecular 

characteristics of Chlamydiales spp.. 
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Figure 15: A) Location of two 1 aa CSIs in the modelled structure of GyrA protein.  One 

of the CSI is present in helix region of the protein and another one is located at loop 

region. Surface location analysis delineates that both of these CSIs are located at the 

surface of protein. B) Location of 6 aa and 4 aa CSIs in modeled GyrB protein. Structural 

analysis indicates that these CSIs are located at surface loop region in the modeled GyrB. 

Secondary structure of CSIs regions has been predicted by PSI-PRED server. The 

templates for homology modeling of the C-terminal domain of GyrA and the N-terminal 

ATPase domain of GyrB from Chlamydia trachomatis have been selected from following 

species sequentially: Mycobacterium tuberculosis (PDB id: 3UC1), Escherichia coli 

(PDB id: 1EI1). All CSIs regions are mapped in the sequence by purple color. 

 

 

Cartoon structure of protein

Surface representation of CSI

1 aa signature insert region in GyrA 1 aa signature insert region in GyrA

6 aa signature insert region in GyrB 4 aa signature insert region in GyrB

A

B

PSI-PRED

PSI-PRED
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Figure 16: A) Structural and Functional analyses of 1 aa CSI in the 517–584 sequence 

region of GyrA protein. This CSI is located at the β-CA loop of blade 1. Surface 

structural analysis of this CSI indicates that this CSI may strength the interactions 

between blade 1 and blade 6.  B) Homology modelled structure of GyrA protein without 

CSI. Interestingly, modeled GyrA protein without CSI does not contain the helix region 

which has intimate contact with blade 6. This result strongly suggests that this CSI should 

have role in maintain topological activity of GyrA protein of Chlamydiales spp.. Blade 6 

has marked by blue color and 1 aa CSI region has marked by purple color. In CSI lacking 

modeled GyrA, red colored region is the residues beside the CSI. 

 

Figure 17:  Structural alignment of modeled 6 aa CSI containing GyrB protein with CSI 

lacking GyrB protein. Structural analysis reveals that This CSI which is marked by purple 

color in the figure is responsible for making extended loop which may facilitate more 

nucleotide binding at nucleotide binding site. Nucleotide binding site has been marked by 

orange color.   

FigA: Model structure of GyrA with CSI FigB: Model structure of GyrA without CSI 

Surface representation of blade 1 and 6 interaction 

Extended loop
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Figure 18: Diagrammatic representation of the Chlamydiales specific CSP. BlastP search 

was carried out against in the genome of Chlamydia trachomatis against all available 

sequences. Blast search results delineates that this CSP is unique for Chlamydiales spp. 

Though one out-group bacteria was found in blast search. But expected value (E-value) 

of other hits is so much lower from the E-value for Chlamydiales spp. 

Chlamydiales spp. 

Significant hits specific 
for Chlamydiales spp. 
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Figure 19: A diagrammatic representation of genomic neighborhood analysis result of 

GyrA and GyrB proteins for representative Chlamydiales spp. GyrA and GyrB proteins 

are present genetic linkage with a chlamydial specific CSP, TMK, and HolB protein 

proteins among all Chlamydiales spp. These five proteins are also present in the same 

direction in the Chlamydiales genome. Intergenic distances between proteins are also 

shown in the diagram. Intergenic distances between proteins are less than 200 base pairs 

in all the species. So, all five proteins should have same phylogenetic profile and present 

in the same operon.  
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Figure 20: Proposed model for chlamydial intracellular development. Firstly, elementary 

body (EB) converts into the reticulate body (RB). The DNA becomes relaxed and 

supercoiled. GyrA and GyrB should involve in this topological change of the DNA.  

DNA supercoiling upregulates the gyrA, gyrB CSP, holB and tmk genes. CSP, holB and 

tmk genes are also present in the same operon with gyrA and gyrB. So, these five 

proteins together play role in replication and growth of RB during mid-cycle of 

intracellular development. topA, parC and parE genes are expressed the late mid-cycle 

which leads to unbalance the gyrase activity. RB becomes converts to EB and starts 

another development cycle. CSP is playing role to make functional bridge among these 

proteins. 
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4.1 The impact of protein-protein interactions analyses to understand the functional 

role of CSIs and CSPs: 

CSIs are rare genetic changes found in the conserved regions of proteins which are found 

to be essential for the bacterial growth. So, CSI should be carried out unique function for 

the certain group of bacteria (Gupta, 2014; Gupta, 1998; Singh and Gupta, 2009). To 

understand the functional role of CSI, it is important to map the location of CSI in the 

protein structure. But three-dimensional structures of most of the proteins have not 

crystalized yet, we have developed three dimensional model of protein using homology 

modeling approach (Sali and Blundell, 1993; Eswar et al., 2007). It constructs an atomic-

resolution model of the "target" protein from its amino acid sequence and an 

experimental 3D structure of a related homologous protein (the "template"). Suitable 

templates for homology modeling were identified by a PSI-Blast search (Altschul et al., 

1997).The locations of CSIs are mapped in the modeled protein structures. Structural 

analysis of CSIs reveals that most of these CSIs are found to present at the surface loop 

region of the proteins (Gupta et al., 2017; Alnajar et al., 2017). Surface loop region of the 

protein is likely to mediate protein-protein and protein-ligand interactions (Akiva et al., 

2008). CSP is unique protein that is present in certain group of microorganism (Griffiths 

and Gupta, 2007; Gupta and Griffiths, 2006; Ho et al., 2016). The CSPs which are 

specific for Deinococcus spp. include a number of unique proteins with known functional 

roles in the radiation resistance and DNA repair mechanisms of Deinococcus spp. such as 

the DNA damage repair protein PprA (Accession: NP_285669) (Narumi et al., 2004; 

Tanaka et al., 2004) and the single-stranded DNA-binding protein DdrB (Accession: 
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NP_293796) (Sugiman-Marangos et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2010). The work presented in 

this thesis has carried out comparative genomics analysis to identify the molecular 

marker in term of CSIs and CSPs and have analyzed these distinctive molecular 

characteristics using different in-silico protein-protein interactions analyses approach to 

understand their functional role.  

4.2 The utilization of molecular signatures to understand the radiation resistance of 

Deinococcus spp.: 

The Deinococcus spp. are present in the phylum Deionococcus-Thermus which has been 

characterized by extreme resistance to oxidative damage induced by radiation and 

desiccation (Slade and Radman, 2011). According to Krisko, A. and Radman, M. (2010), 

Deinococcus spp. are showing remarkable robustness due to their efficient proteome 

protection (but not DNA protection) and cell death by radiation is caused by oxidative 

damage with the resultant loss of maintenance activities including DNA repair (Krisko 

and Radman, 2010). The Deinococcus spp. should contain unique DNA repair enzymes 

that could provide the evolutionary advantage of DNA repair mechanism in this group 

bacteria (Slade and Radman, 2011). In this work, we have carried out comparative 

genomics analysis of DNA repair proteins to find out CSIs that are distinctive molecular 

characteristics for DNA repair proteins of Deinococcus spp. We have identified a large 

number of CSIs in the DNA repair proteins of Deinococcus spp. Interestingly, we have 

identified a large 30 aa CSI in the UvrA protein of Deinococcus spp. Protein-protein 

interactions analyses completed has led to concur that UvrA protein interacts with dCSP-
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I, DsbB and DsbA proteins among Deinococcus spp.. This genetic linkage of UvrA 

protein with these three proteins is only specific for Deinococcus spp. Furthermore, we 

have carried out the functional, structural, and cellular localization analyses of these 

genetically linked proteins to decipher their functional role together in DNA repair. 

Finally, we have proposed a model to understand the functional role of the CSI and CSP. 

According to our model, Deinococcus-specific CSP by interacting with the CSI in UvrA 

may act as a functional bridge among UvrA and the DsbA and DsbB proteins. The 

predicted linkage of the UvrA protein via dCSP-1 to the DsbA/DsbB is expected to 

protect the UvrA protein from UV-induced oxidative damage, which facilitates the UvrA 

protein to restore its function in Deinococcus spp. upon radiation exposure. Experimental 

studies are required to validate the few elements of this model.  CSP is playing role to 

make the functional linkage among UvrA1, DsbA, DsbB proteins. Inactivation or 

inhibition of dCSP-I protein may guide to understand the functional role of the model in 

NER pathways. Experimental studies could also bring new insights to understand the 

functional association among UvrA, DsbA and DsbB proteins. 

Our observation indicates that identified novel molecular traits (CSIs, CSPs) in DNA 

repair proteins may involve in oxidative stress resistance induced by radiation, 

desiccation and chemical mutagens among Deinococcus spp. Further functional analysis 

of other CSIs may provide valuable information about the functional role of DNA repair 

proteins during oxidative damage. 
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4.3 Studies on Chlamydiae-specific CSIs and CSPs to understand their possible 

cellular functions:   

Chlamydial spp. possess a unique, biphasic development cycle that may unite the various 

species belonging to the phylum Chlamydiae, since they possess such varying hosts and 

disease development (Ward, 1983; Abdelrahman and Belland, 2005; Zhong et al., 2001). 

Interestingly, chlamydial encode small genome of 1-2 Mb yet interact in a complex 

manner upon host interaction (Sisko et al., 2006b). Identification of chlamydial specific 

CSIs and CSPs may serve as the useful tool in gaining the better understanding of the 

pathogenesis in this group of bacteria (Sisko et al., 2006a; Griffiths et al., 2005).  It has 

been proposed that negative supercoiling could play the role for the temporal expression 

of genes during the intracellular development (Orillard and Tan, 2016). In this study, we 

have carried out the comparative genomics study of GyrA and GyrB proteins to identify 

the unique sequence features which will be specific for chlamydial. We have identified 

several CSIs in these proteins which are distinctive molecular characteristics for all 

chlamydial spp. The structural and functional analyses reveal that two of these CSIs 

should play role to enhance the supercoiling activity among this group of bacteria.  We 

have carried out the in-silico protein-protein interactions analyses to understand the 

functional role of other two CSIs. Protein-protein interactions analyses reveal that GyrA 

and GyrB proteins are present in a unique genetic linkage with three different proteins. 

One of the interacting proteins is a chlamydial specific CSP. To understand the functional 

role of these proteins in the intracellular development, we have proposed a model. 

According to our model, GyrA and GyrB proteins by the association with Tmk, HolB, 
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and CSP involve in increasing the replication rate of the mid-cycle genes. Both of these 

CSIs could play role to interact with these genetically linked proteins during intracellular 

development.  

A number of elements need experimental supports to validate this model. Operonic 

analysis is performed based on the operonic arrangement by DOOR.2 database. The 

promoter of gyrA and gyrB genes is located at the upstream site of CSP in Chlamydia 

tractomatis (Orillard and Tan, 2016). But this study does not indicate anything about the 

downstream part of this operon. So, further studies are essential to understand their 

operonic arrangement. The functional role of CSP is unknown. This research indicates 

that this protein should have functionally related to DNA synthesis, but further studies are 

required.  CSP is the central protein of our proposed model. We could knock out the CSP 

to understand the functional role of models. Furthermore, we have proposed the 

functional role of two of the CSIs based on structural analysis. The mutational analysis 

could be carried out to decipher the functional role of the CSI regions. 

This work provides molecular insights about the unique role of topoisomerase II enzymes 

in chlamydial spp. Our proposed model is supported by several studies (Orillard and Tan, 

2016;Wyrick, 2010)  which may have implications to decipher the intricateness of 

chlamydial intracellular development. 

Concluding Remark: 

In summation, the in-silico protein-protein interactions analyses could be one of the 

approaches to predict the functional role of CSIs and CSPs. But this approach could not 
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be used to predict the functional role of all CSIs and CSPs specific for different groups of 

bacteria. In my research, I have analyzed a large number of CSIs and CSPs for different 

groups of bacteria. But I have found very few genetic linkages between CSIs containing 

protein or CSPs with other proteins which are only specific for CSIs and CSPs containing 

bacteria.  Finally, this approach may guide to predict the functional role of CSIs and 

CSPs if we could identify unique genetic linkage between CSI containing protein, CSPs 

with other proteins for the specific group of bacteria. 
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Appendix: 

 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 1: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of 8-oxoguanine 

DNA glycosylase (MutY) protein showing a 4 amino acid insertion that is a distinctive 

characteristic from homologs of Deinococcus group of bacteria. Hyphomonas spp. also 

contain this insertion in this position. 
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Supplementary Figure 2: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of 

formamidopyrimidine and 8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase (MutM) protein showing a 2 

amino acid deletion that is the distinctive molecular characteristics of Deinococcus spp. 
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Supplementary Figure 3: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of Endonuclease 

III (Nth) protein showing a 2 amino acid insertion that is specific for all Deinococcus 

group of bacteria. 

 

 

 

 

 
Supplementary Figure 4: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of DNA 

helicase recombination protein RecR showing a 2 amino acid deletion that is the 

distinctive molecular characteristics of Deinococcales spp.. 
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Supplementary Figure 5: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of DNA 

helicase RecQ protein showing a 2 amino acid deletion that is uniquely shared by all 

Deinococcus group of bacteria. 

 

 
Supplementary Figure 6: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of helicase 

RecD protein showing two 2 amino acid deletions that are specific for all Deinococcus 

group of bacteria 
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Supplementary Figure 7: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of crossover 

junction endodeoxyribonuclease RuvC protein showing a 2 amino acid deletion that is the 

distinctive molecular characteristics of Deinococcus spp. 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 8: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of DNA 

helicase RecG protein showing a 1 amino acid insertion that is specific for all 

Deinococcus group of bacteria. Three Deinococcus spp. do not contain this insertion. 
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Supplementary Figure 9: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of DNA 

polymerase I (PolA) protein showing a 2 amino acid insertion that is specific for all 

Deinococcus group of bacteria. 

 

 
Supplementary Figure 10: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of DNA 

polymerase III alpha (DnaE) protein showing a 65 amino acid insertion that is uniquely 

shared by all Deinococcus group of bacteria.  
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Supplementary Figure 11: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of DNA 

polymerase III alpha (DnaE) showing a 2 amino acid insertion that is a distinctive 

characteristics from homologs of Deinococcus group of bacteria. Two Deinococcus spp. 

do not contain this CSI. 

 

 
 

Supplementary Figure 12: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of NAD (+)-

dependent DNA ligase (LigA) protein showing a 3 amino acid insertion that is uniquely 

shared by all Deinococcus group of bacteria. Deinococcus pimensis does not contain this 

insertion.  
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Supplementary Figure 13: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of DNA gyrase 

A (GyrA) protein showing a 1 amino acid insertion that is uniquely shared by all 

Deinococcus group of bacteria. This sequence alignment also contains a 2 amino acid 

size insertion which is only specific for Deinococcus radiodurans and Deinococcus 

wulumuquiensis. 

 

 
Supplementary Figure 14: Partial sequence alignment of conserved region of DNA gyrase 

subunit B (GyrB) protein showing a 1 amino acid insertion that is specific for all 

Deinococcus group of bacteria. 
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Oceanithermus profundusDSM14977      DGEPGYFQIEHAVYGRAGEACPRCGRTIERLVLGGRSTHVCPRCQ 

Marinithermus hydrothermalisDSM      DGALGRFQVQHKVYGRPGAPCVRCGTPILKAVVAGRGTHFCPRCQ 

Thermus thermophile                  DGLPGGFQTRHAVYGREGLPCPACGRPVERRVVAGRGTHFCPTCQ 

Thermus scotoductus                  DGLPGSFQMRHAVYGRTGLPCPVCGTPIAKRVVAGRGTHFCPRCQ 

Deinococcus misasensis               DGNPAYFQFEHMAYAREGEPCQRCQQPIAKYWLAQRGTHHCPNCQ 

Deinococcus peraridilitoris          NGESGWFQFRHNVYARKGKACARCGGTIEKIVLGQRGTHFCPECQ 

Deinococcusmaricopensis              DGLSGLFQQQHNAYARDGEPCARCGTTITKSVLAQRGTHHCPACQ 

Deinococcus geothermalis             DGAVGFFQGQHAVYGRTGQLCPRCGTPIQKMVLAQRGTHFCPACQ 

Deinococcus frigens                  DGVSGLFQHEHHVYGKGGQPCPRCGTDIVKTVLAQRGTHFCPKCQ 

Deinococcus deserti                  DGVSGLFQFSHRAYAREGQPCERCGTSIEKIVLGQRGTHFCPQCQ 

Deinococcus soliChaetal.2016         DGLSGLFQHAHNVYGKGGEPCPRCGTPIEKSVVAQRGTHHCPQCQ 

Deinococcus gobiensis                DGEQGGFQGRHQAYGRAGQPCARCGTPIAKIVLGQRGTHFCPQCQ 

Deinococcus reticulitermitis         DGEPGGFQHAHRVYGKAGEPCARCGTPIQKVVLGQRGTHFCPQCQ 

Deinococcu sradioduransR1            DGEGGGFQHSHHVYGRAGQPCDRCGTPIEKIVLGQRGTHFCPVCQ 

Deinococcus wulumuqiensis            DGEGGGYQTRHHAYGKTGQPCERCGTPIEKIVLGQRGTHFCPACQ 

Morganel lamorganii                  DGKPGYFAQELFVYGKQGECCANCGQKIEVVKVGQRSTFFCPACQ 

Streptococcus parasanguinisATCC      FGEDGTMQEEHQVYGKTGQPCLRCGTPIEKIQLGGRGTHFCPHCQ 

Carnobacterium pleistocenium         LGEAGTFQMKLAVYGKKGIPCIRCGTPIEKIKVAQRGTHFCSNCQ 

Enterococcus canis                   LGEAGKFQLSLNVYGQTGNPCPRCGTPIQKIKVAQRGTHFCPNCQ 

Enterococcus gallinarum              LGEAGHFQVSLHVYGQTGNPCVRCGTPIVKTKVAQRGTHYCPFCQ 

                                      *  .       .* : *  *  *   :    :. *.*. *  ** 

Supplementary Figure 15A: Comparative genomics analyses of CXXC motif in the 

formamidopyrimidine and 8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase (MutM) protein. This protein 

contains two CXXC motifs and these motifs are conserved through the different bacterial 

species. These CXXC motifs are present in zinc finger 

 

Deinococcus maricopensis             PVDGHIDRVSKRLHLIPERWNVLKAERWYDEVLPRDWAQRYAYHVATIRHGRETCLTRAPRCNACVLR 

Deinococcus geothermalis             PIENNIHRVAGRLDLFPSRWNVLKAERWFDEVLPRDWLDRATFHVSAIRHGRQTCRAQRPRCACCVLQ 

Deinococcus marmoris                 PVDTHIHRIARRLELVPEAWNAVKVERWFDEVLPREWAARYTFHVSAIRHGRQTCRARNPACGVCVLR 

Deinococcus puniceus                 PVDTHIGRIAARLEWVPARWNAIKVERWFDEVLPRDWASRYGFHVSAIRHGRETCRAQRPDCEACVLR 

Deinococcus aquatilis                PVDTHIGRIAARLEWVPARWNAIKVERWFDEVLPRDWPSRYGFHVSAIRHGRETCRAQRPLCGECVLR 

'Deinococcus soli'Chaetal.2014       PVEGNLDRLARRLEWVPDTWTGARVERWFDATVPRTTPDRLRLHVAGVRHGREVCLSRHPSCDACVLA 

Deinococcus reticulitermitis         PVDGNMERAAKRLELVPAGWSSDRVERWYDEAAPRDWETRFALHLSGVRHGRVTCRPQRPLCGECVLR 

Deinococcus radioduransR1            PVDGNMERAAKRLELVPAAWNSHKVERWYAEVMPADWETRFALHISGVRHGRDTCRSKHPLCPQCPLR 

Deinococcus wulumuqiensis            PVDGNMERAAKRLELVPAAWNSHKVERWYAEVVPGDWETRFALHISGVRHGRDTCRSKHPLCPACPLR 

Deinococcus ficus                    PVDGNIERTLKRLEFVPPNWSAERTERWFDRVVSREWALRAALHVAGVRHGRHTCLPRNPRCPACPLL 

Deinococcusd eserti                  PVDTNIERIAKRLELVPQRWTPEKVERWFDAVVRRDWAERATFHVAGVRHGRLTCRPRDPRCDQCVLR 

Aminomonas paucivorans               PVDTHVARICRRLGWVPANLPPHRIQRVMEETVARER--FQGAHLNLIAHGRAVCRARSPRCPACVLV 

Aminobacterium colombiense           PVDTHIHRFSKRIGWAHDRCKPEEIEGMLEQVVPEER--YLGGHINIITHGRNICLARQPRCDKCSVN 

Acetomicrobium thermoterrenum        PVDTHVNRLCKRIGWVSPKSTPEETQKIMGSVIPSDL--YWSAHLDIISHGRNICVSRRPKCTICPLN 

Actinobacteria bacterium             PVDTHVYRVGKRLGIIPTKASVEKAHALMDRLVPDDI--KYRLHVNLVDHGRRICVARKPKCPICCLN 

Dehalococcoidia bacterium            PVDTHVYRVARRLGLVPPRVGAAEAHGLLESMLTPDE--VYPFHMSLIKHGRRICKAQRPLCPRCVLA 

Chloroflexi bacterium                PVDTHVFRVARRLGLLHSKVSAEQAHEILENLIPAGQ--VYEFHLNMVEHGRKVCKAQRPRCHLCVLR 

                                         *:: ::     *   *:           . .     *:  : ***  *  : * *  *  

Supplementary Figure 15B: Comparative genomics analyses of CXXC motif in the 

Endonuclease III (Nth) protein. This protein contains a CXXC motif and this motif is 

conserved through the bacterial species.  

 

 

Deinococcus radioduransR1         CLCCGKRT----QLQVDHIQSRYAGGTHDLDNLQLLCQVCNNLK 

Deinococcus frigens               CLCCGSTT----RLQVDHIQPRYLGGSHDTENLQTLCGICNRLK 

Phormidium ambiguum IAMM-71       CLCCGEDS--RNVLVIDHIIPRYHGGTHSLDNLQTLCRKCNNLK 

Methanobacterium congolense       CLCCGEEK--KKLLEVDHINPRYFGGNNSIDNLQTLCRYCNTTK 

Methanobacterium formicicum       CLCCGEDH--KQILEVDHVNPRYMGGKDSIENLQTLCIYCNTAK 

Methanosaeta harundinacea         CLCCGTTK--RSFLQVDHIDPRYLGGSNNPENLQTLCGECNNKK 

Chondromyces crocatus             CLACGSNR----TLQVDHIIPVYHAGSHEPDNLQTLCKRCNGLK 

Sorangium cellulosum              CLACGTTR----NLNADHVVAVYVGGSNEVGNLQTLCRQCNILK 

Pseudanabaena biceps PCC7429      CLCCGDH----RRLQVDHVFPFILGGQTSIDNSQTLCMRCNGFK 

Desulfosporosinus sp.Tol-M        CRCCGRELGKGIKLEIDHIVPVKMGGQTTLENLQILCKTCNMEK 

                                  *. **          :**:     .*     * ***  **  * 

Supplementary Figure 15C: Comparative genomics analyses of CXXC motif in the DNA 

or RNA helicase of superfamily II (Rad25) protein. This protein contains two CXXC 

motifs and these motifs are conserved through the bacterial species. 

CXXC CXXC 

CXXC 

CXXC CXXC 
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Ilumatobacter nonamiensis            YWKLLAREGFSPQLDECVRCHGSEPAVQ---LVAFDLNEGGVLCRSCRSGQAI 

Amycolatopsis pretoriensis           FLRAMSYEGWAPALTECARCGLPGPH------VAFSVPAGGSMCQDCRVPGSV 

Streptomyces sp.AA4                  FLRAMAYAGWAPAITECARCGLPGPH------AAFNVAAGGSMCPDCRIAGSV 

Amycolatopsis decaplanina            FLRAMAYAGWAPAITECARCGLPGPH------KAFSVSAGGSMCPDCRVPGCV 

Herbidospora mongoliensis            FLRSLAVAGYAPALSECARCGAEAV-------RAFAIVAGGVVCGTCRPSGAA 

Nocardioides dokdonensis FR1436      LLRSLSVAGYAPSFDHCARCGEQGPH------RWFNPSMGGMLCSTCRLPGSA 

Thermus tengchongensis               GWRVVKAGGLSPNLLGPGLYLKAGRLVH---GSGPRGEEGIY----------L 

Thermus scotoductus                  GWRVVKAGGLSPHLLGPGLYLKAGRLVH---GSGPYGEEGIY----------L 

Meiothermus Silvanus DSM9946         GWRVLRAAGLQPNMSGQGFSLEEGRLTE--------EERGVF----------L 

Meiothermus cerbereus                SWRVLKAAGLAPNLSGAGVYLLDGERV---------EQGGVY----------L 

Meiothermus ruber                    GWRILKAAGLAPNLGGTGLYLLDGERV---------ERGGVY----------L 

Truepera radiovictrix DSM17093       GWRLLAQGGLAPRLARCARCGGPLEGSG---EGRFDVAAGGLSCAACASGFRV 

Deinococcus proteolyticus            SYKLLALAGFPQRTRMCARCGAADPQ-------HPDPFGGELLCGRCSHQRAL 

Deinococcus wulumuqiensis            SYKLLGLAGVIPQTARCARCGAPEPQ-------HPDPLGGQLLCGKCAALPPH 

Deinococcus radioduransR1            SYKLLGLAGVIPQTARCARCGAPDPE-------HPDPLGGQLLCSKCAALPPY 

Deinococcus deserti VCD115           SYKLLGLAGMVPQTARCARCGQPDPA-------HPDPLAGQLLCATCAALPAY 

Deinococcus gobiensis I-0            SYKLLGLAGIVPQTARCARCGEDHPA-------HPDPLGGQLLCGTCAALPPY 

Deinococcus aquatilis                GFKLLGLAGFVAQTARCARCGADQPA-------HPDPLAGQLLCGNCASLPAY 

Deinococcus apachensis               SYKLLGLAGFVLQTARCARCGAPDPA-------YPDPLGGQLLCGNCSSLPAY 

Deinococcus geothermalis DSM1130     SYKLLGLAGFVPQTGRCARCGAAAPT-------HPDPLGGQLLCGACASLPAY 

Deinococcu sphoenicis                SYKLLGLAGFVPQTARCARCGTADPA-------HPDPLGGQLLCVACASLPAY 

                                                           : :   *                              *           

Supplementary Figure 15D: Comparative genomics analyses of CXXC motif in the DNA 

repair protein RecO. This protein contains two CXXC motifs and these motifs are 

conserved through most of the bacterial species. But this is not present in thermus spp.. 

These CXXC motifs are present in zinc finger. 

 

 
Butyricicoccus desmolans             KTAQRLAFHVLDLPKEDAERFADAIREAKARTFTCKRCQNLTDTETCPICADKSRDQKTICVVAEPRDVIAFERTKEYKGLYHVLHG 

Cald anaerobius fijiensis DSM1791    KTAQRLAFYLLNSPREYVESLARAMVEAKNKLKYCSVCMNITDSDVCSICSDPVRDKSTICVVEDPRDVVAMEKTKNYKGLYHVLHG 

Alkaliphilus transvaalensis          KTAQRLAFHVISLSQEEADQLSSAIISAKRNVKYCEICTNLTDMDTCSICKDKSRDASSICVVEDPRDVVAMEKTKEFRGFYHVLHG 
Defluviitalea phaphyphila            KTAQRLAFHIINMPDENVENLSSAIMEAKKNIKYCSICCTLTDKEKCDICSDPKRDHKTIMVVEDPRDLVAYEKTKEYKGLYHVLHG 

Thermoanaerobacterium thermosac      KTAQRLAFYILDMPKDDVINLSNAILEAKNNLKYCNKCYNFTDSDLCNICSDETRDSSTICVVSDPKDVVAMEKTREYRGLYHVLHG 
Caldanaerobacter subterraneus        KTAQRLAFFIINMPLDEVRSLSQAIIEAKEKLRYCKICFNIADKEVCDICSDENRDHSTICVVSHPMDVVAMEKVKEYKGVYHVLHG 

Thermoanaerobacter kivui             KTAQRLAFFIINMPLEEVKSLSQAIIEAKEKIRYCKICYNITDTEICNICSDKERDHSLICVVSHPMDVVAMEKTREYKGVYHVLHG 

Ruminococcus callidus ATCC27760      KSAQRLAYSIISRPEEDVERFANALLSAKRDIHYCPCCQNLTEMELCSVCADEERDHSLICVVESPKDVTALERTGEYTGVYHVLHG 
Truepera radiovictrix DSM17093       KSAQRLAFYLFNQPEEDVKSLAEALLNAKGNLRQCERCFNITDQEVCSVCRDPGREQGLICVVEAPADLLAIERSGEYSGLYHVLHG 

Deinococcus radiodurans R1           KSAQRLAFHLFEQPREDIERLASALLEAKRDLHVCPICFNITDAEKCDVCADPSRDQRTICVVEEPGDVIALERSGEYRGLYHVLHG 

Deinococcus wulumuqiensis            KSAQRLAFHLFEQPREDIERLASALLEAKRDLHVCPICFNITDAEKCDVCADTSRDQQTICVVEEPGDVIAIERSGEYRGLYHVLHG 
Deinococcus frigens                  KSAQRLAFYLFEQPREDIERLAGSLLSAKRDLHSCPICFNITDAERCDVCSDPARDQAIICVVEEPGDVIAIERSGEYRGLYHVLHG 

Deinococcus geothermalis DSM1130     KSAQRLAFYLFEQPREDIERLAGAILEAKRDLHTCPVCFNITDAERCDVCSDPTRDQSVICVVEEPGDVIAIERSGEYRGLYHVLHG 

Deinococcus gobiensis I-0            KSAQRLAFHLFEQPREDIERLASALLSAKRDLHTCPICFNITDAETCDVCSDPSRDQNLIAVVEEPGDVIAIERSGEYRGLYHVLHG 
Deinococcus murrayi                  KSAQRLAFHLFEQPREDIERLAGALLAAKSELHTCPVCFNITDAERCDVCSDPSRDQGVICVVEEPGDVIAIERSGEYRGLYHVLHG 

Deinococcus apachensis               KSAQRLAFHLFEQPREDIERLAGALLEAKRDLHTCPICFNITDAERCDVCSDPSRDQNMICVVEEPGDVIAIERSGEYRGLYHVLHG 

Deinococcus actinosclerus            KSAQRLAFHLFEQPREDIERLSRALLEAKRDLHTCPVCFNITDAERCDVCSDPSRDQGVICVVEEPGDVIAIERSGEYRGLYHVLHG 
Deinococcus grandis                  KSAQRLAFHLFEQPREDIERLSRALLEAKRDLHTCPVCFNITDAERCDVCSDPSRDQGVICVVEEPGDVIAIERSGEYRGLYHVLHG 

                                     *:*****: ::.   :    :: ::  **     *  * .::: : * :* *  *:   * **  * *: * *:  :: *.****** 

 Supplementary Figure 15E: Comparative genomics and structural analyses of CXXC 

motif in the recombination protein RecR. This protein contains two CXXC motifs and 

these motifs are conserved through the different bacterial species. These CXXC motifs 

are present in zinc finger 
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Bradyrhizobium sp.BTAi1              LSYFGETPADEKCGNCDNCLSPPQVRDGKVIAQKLLSCAYRTGQRFGAMHLIDVLVG 

Deinococcus radiodurans R1           LHYFGEEL-SEPCGNCDVCLNPPRVRDLTREAQMALSATIRTGNRFGAAHLTDVLLG 

Deinococcus wulumuqiensis            LQYFGEDL-PGPCGNCDLCHTPPQVRDLTREAQMALSAAIRTGNRFGAAHLTDVLLG 

Deinococcus actinosclerus            LAYFGEEY-HGPCGNCDTCLNPPQVRDMTREAQMALSAAIRTGNRFGAAHLTDVLLG 

Deinococcus deserti VCD115           LEYFGEHL-REPCGNCDVCLSPPRVQDATREAQMALSAAIRTGNRFGAAHLTDVLLG 

Deinococcus swuensis                 LAYFGEQR-DEPCGNCDICLNPPRVRDATREAQMALSAAIRTGNRFGAAHLTDVLLG 

Deinococcus marmoris                 LAYFGEER-NEPCGNCDICLNPPRVRDATREAQMALSAAIRTGNRFGAAHLTDILLG 

Deinococcus murrayi                  LSYFGETL-PHPCGNCDVCLAPPRVRDATREAQMALSAAIRTGNRFGAAHLTDVLLG 

Deinococcus phoenicis                LGYFGETL-AEPCGNCDVCLNPPRVRDATREAQMALSAAIRTGNRFGAAHLTDVLLG 

Deinococcus apachensis               LAYFGETL-EKPCGNCDVCLNPPRVRDATREAQMALSAAVRTGNRFGAAHLTDVLLG 

Rhodanobacter sp. Soil772            LGAFGEIY-PGPCGHCDNCVAPPKTWDATVPAQKALSAVYRTGQRFGSGHVIDVLRG 

Nitrosomonas nitrosa                 LRYFGEVH-PGRCGQCDNCLNPVDTWDATEAARMALSCVYRTGQRFGAGHLIDVLLG 

Haliea salexigens                    LRYFGDTL-PQACGNCDTCLEPVPTWDGTEAARMALSAVYRTGQRFGVNHLIDVLRG 

Methylococcus capsulatusstr.Bat      LQYFGDTL-ERPCGNCDNCLNPVQTWDATEAARKALSCVYRSGQRFGAHYVIDLLLG 

Methylobacter luteus                 LSYFGDIL-AQPCGNCDTCLEPVVTWDGTLAAQQALSCIYRTEQRFGVNYLIDVLLG 

Thioalkalivibrio sulfidiphilus       LEYFGERL-PEPCGNCDTCLEPPETWDATVAAQKALSCVHRTGQRFGVNHVLDVLLG 

Sulfurifustis variabilis             LGYFGETA-PRPCGNCDTCLDPPETWDATVPAQKALSCVHRTGQRFGVSYLVDVLLG 

Thermithiobacillus tepidarius        LAYFGDER-PAPCGNCDTCLEPVETWDGTEAAQMALSCVYRTGQRFGVTHLIEVLQG 

                                     *  **:      **:** *  *  . * .  *:  **.  *: :***  :: ::* * 

Supplementary Figure 15F: Comparative genomics and structural analyses of CXXC 

motif in the DNA helicase RecQ protein. This protein contains a CXXC motif and this 

motif is conserved through the different bacterial species. This CXXC motif is present in 

zinc finger domain.  

 

Deinococcus proteolyticus MRP        EG---KAAGERAKAAEAELRAAESRAGLAAYAQALHVGEPCPLCGQPVDAAHLPDHPS 

Deinococcus radiodurans R1           DG---LKAKEQLQVAQQREEEARMEAGLASYRSHLHEGEPCPLCLQTVHEV--PEGES 

Deinococcus grandis                  EG---TDAKAALEAAQGALDAARLEAGLASYRAHLHVGDDCPLCGQTVTVL--PDAPR 

Deinococcus deserti VCD115           EG---RAAKTDLEAAQQALDAARLEAGLASHRAHLHVGDDCPLCGQTVRQL--PSAPV 

Deinococcus ficus                    EG---KQAKTDLDAAQKDLDTARLEAGLASHRAHLHVGDDCPLCGQTVQRL--PNAPV 

Deinococcus gobiensis                EG---QSAKTDTERAEAELHAAQIDAGVAAYRTHLHVGEPCPLCAQTVRTL--PDTPP 

Deinococcus geothermalis DSM1130     EG---KQAKADHDRAQAEWQAARLTAGLSAYRAHLHVGEPCPLCEQTVRVL--PQASA 

Deinococcus murrayi                  EG---QAAKADLDRVQAELEAARARAGLAAYRSHLHLGEPCPLCGGAVQTL--PPPAE 

Meiothermus cerbereus                TG---KQHKARLEEAKQALEREKLQQGLGLYHAHLKQGEPCPLCGHPVENL--PPPKP 

Meiothermus ruber                    LG---QGKKTELEKAKAALDREKLRQGIAHYHPHLKVGEPCPLCGHPVAAL--PPAQP 
Meiothermus taiwanensis              LG---QGKKTELEKAKAALDREKLRQGIAHYHPHLKVGEPCPLCGHPVAAL--PPAQP 

Thermus amyloliquefaciens            QRGLLEAEKERLEAELAHLAQEERRLGLLAYRDLLRPGEPCPLCGGVVHGL--PPAPA 

Thermus tengchongensis               QRGLLQAEKERLESELAHLAREERRLGLLAYRDLLRLGEPCPLCGSVVHGL--PPVLE 

Thermus arciformis                   ALAGLKAEEEALREALEALRREERRLGLLAYHDLLRPGEPCPLCGGVVHRV--PERPS 

Thermus oshimai                      EISGLREGLEEKERALEALRLEERRQGVLAYRDLLQVGAPCPLCGGVVHAL--PEVPQ 

                                                       .   *:  :   *: *  ****   *     * 

Supplementary Figure 15G: Comparative genomics and structural analyses of CXXC 

motif in the exonuclease SbcC protein. This protein contains a CXXC motif and this 

motif is conserved through the bacterial species. 
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Deinococcus phoenicis                RVTTRYVCTSCGYQSAKPLGRCPNCQAWNSFEEEVPTVA 

Deinococcus apachensis               KVTTKYICTSCGYQSAKPLGRCPNCQAWNSFEEEVPVAT 

Deinococcus soli Chaetal.2016        KARTTYVCTSCGYTSAKPLGRCPNCQAWNSFEEEVPAVT 

Deinococcus gobiensis I-0            KSVTRYVCTSCGYTSAKPLGRCPNCQAWNSFEEEVPTVA 

Deinococcus radiodurans R1           KVKTNYICNSCGYQSAKPLGRCPNCQAWNSFEEEVPTAS 

Deinococcus wulumuqiensis            KLKTNYVCTSCGYQSAKPLGRCPNCQAWNSFEEEVPTAS 

Deinococcus marmoris                 RVTTKYVCNSCGYTSAKPLGRCPNCQAWNSFEEEVPSVT 

Deinococcus frigens                  RVTTKYVCNSCGYTSAKPLGRCPNCQAWNSFEEEVPSVT 

Deinococcus deserti VCD115           KVRVGYVCNSCGYQSAKPLGRCPNCQAWNSFEEETPAVA 

Truepera radiovictrix DSM17093       KVGTTYVCSECGTHSPVKMGRCPRCGTWGSMAAQAPAPA 

Meiothermus Silvanus DSM9946         RTSTQYRCTACGYKSVKALGRCPNCGAWDSFKEEAPEAP 

Meiothermus rufus                    RASAQYRCVECGYQSVKPLGRCPGCGAWESLKEVAEARP 

Meiothermus cerbereus                RASIQYRCIECGYKSVKELGRCPNCGAWDSFKEEAPPPK 

Oceanithermus profundus DSM14977     KPKSQYRCVECGYRAPKSLGRCPGCGAWGSFLEERSDGG 

Marinithermus hydrothermalis DSM     MKKADYRCVECGYVTPKPLGRCPGCGAWDSFQRTVPDSP 

Thermus filiformis                   MAKAQYRCVECGYRTPKPLGRCPGCGAWNSFKEEAPSPP 

Thermus scotoductus                  MAKTSYTCVECGYRTPKPLGRCPACGAWESFQEVAPSPR 

Thermus aquaticus Y51MC23            MAKASYVCVECGYRTPKPLGRCPGCGAWGSFKESAQEPP 

Thermus thermophiles HB27            MAKATYACVECGYRTPKPLGRCPSCGSWESFQEVAPAPA 

Ruminococcus flavefaciens            KSKYIYTCNQCGYESTKWNGKCPSCGAWNSFEEDIADTA 

Bacillus xiamenensis                 KTKSKFICQSCGYESAKWMGKCPGCGTWNSMTEEVVRKE 

Bacillus pumilus                     KTKSKFICQSCGYESAKWMGKCPGCGTWNSMTEEVVRKE 

Lachnospiraceae bacterium JC7        KITSKFYCKECGYESAKWLGQCPGCRAWNSFVEEPVAST 

Oribacterium sp.C9                   KITSKFFCKECGYESAKWLGQCPGCRAWNSFVEEPVAGT 

Butyrivibrio sp.WCD2001              KIKTVFFCQSCGYESAKWMGQCPGCKEWNSFVEETIKPS 

Lachnospiraceae bacterium P6A3       KQTSVYFCQSCGYESAKWMGQCPGCHEWNTFVEEPVVKA 

                                                 : *  **  :    *:** *  * :: 
 

Supplementary Figure 15H: Comparative genomics and structural analyses of CXXC 

motif in the DNA repair protein RadA. This protein contains two CXXC motifs in zinc 

finger motif and these motifs are conserved through the bacterial species.  

 

 

Deinococcus maricopensis DSM2121      IPEIVRNLTELRADHSEPFEFPTHCPECGHAAVRAEGDANTYCVNPACPAQAYERLRYFV 

Deinococcus deserti VCD115            IPQIMRVVTEKRPEKTTPFVFPTYCPECGHEVTRAEGDANTYCPNPACPAQRFERIRYFV 

Deinococcus aquatilis                 IPQIMRVLVEKRPEGTQPYAFPTHCPQCGHEAVRTEGDANTYCPNPACPAQQFERIRYFV 

Deinococcus geothermalis              IPQIMRVVLEKRPPDAAPYRFPTHCPECGHEVVRAEGDANTYCPNPACPAQQFERLRYFV 

Deinococcus grandis                   IPQIMRVLTEKRPADAQPFEFPTHCPECVHEVTRAEGDANTYCPNPACPSQAFERIRYFV 

Deinococcus soli Chaetal.2016         IPQIMRVLTDRRPDGAQPFEFPTHCPECGHEVTRAEGDANTYCPNPACPSQAFERIRYFV 

Deinococcus gobiensisI -0             IPQIMRVLPEKRPEGTVPFAFPEHCPVCGHGAVRAEGDANTYCPNPACPAQNFERIRYFV 

Deinococcus reticulitermitis          IPQIMRVILDKRPEGAEPFAFPTHCPVCGHEATRAEGDANTYCPNPACPAQRFERIRYFV 

Deinococcus radiodurans R1            IPQIMRVLPDKRPADAAPFEFPTHCPVCGHEAVRAEGDANTYCPNPACPAQSFERIRYFV 

Deinococcus wulumuqiensis             IPQIMGVVLDRRPADAAPFEFPTHCPVCGHVAVRAEGDANTYCPNPACPAQSFERLRYFV 

Truepera radiovictrix DSM17093        IPEVIRVLTEARTAELPPYVFPETCPACGEALIE--DGANVRCVNLACPAQVLARLSHYA 

Meiothermus ruber H328                IPEVLRVVTEAPRGH-APVEWPTHCPECGTALEL--SGKIHLCPNPLCPAKAFEAIRHFA 

Meiothermus cerbereus                 IPEVLRVVTEAPRGH-EPVEWPSHCPECGVELLL--SGKIHLCPNPLCPAKAFESIRHFA 

Oceanithermus profundus DSM14977      IPEILRVIKEKRTGKEEPIVFPYHCPECGANLVE--DGKIHRCPNPLCPAKAFQQLRHWA 

Marinithermus hydrothermalis DSM      IPEVLRVLKEERTGTERPLVFPDACPACGHALVL--EGKIHRCPNPLCPAQAFERIRHYA 

Thermus filiformis                    IPEVLRVLKERRTGKERPIRWPEACPECGHRLVK--EGKVHRCPNPLCPAKRFEAIRHYA 

Thermus igniterrae                    IPEVLRVLKERRTGEERPIRWPERCPECGFRLVQ--EGKVHRCPNPLCPAKRFEAIRHYA 

Thermus oshimai JL-2                  IPEVLRVLKERRTGAERPIRWPETCPECGHALVK--EGKVHRCPNPLCPAKRFEAIRHYA 

Thermus scotoductus                   IPEVLRVLKEKRTGEERPIRWPETCPECGHRLVK--EGKVHRCPNPLCPAKRFEAIRHYA 

Thermus thermophiles JL-18            IPEILRVLKERRTGEERPVRWPETCPECGHRLLK--EGKVHRCPNPLCPAKRFEAIRHFA 

                                      **:::  : :       *  :*  ** *         .    * *  **::    : ::. 

Supplementary Figure 15I: Comparative genomics and structural analyses of CXXC 

motif in the NAD- dependent DNA ligase (LigA) protein. This protein contains two 

CXXC motifs in zinc finger motif and these motifs are conserved through the bacterial 

species.  
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Marinithermus hydrothermalis DSM      MSVGCQA-APEARPCGACENCLAVRDGRHPDVLEIDAASNNSVEDVRELRERILLAPIQS 

Oceanithermus profundus DSM14977      MSVGCAA-EPENRPCGECENCRMVREDRHPDVVEIDAASNNSVEDVRELRERILLAPLVA 

Truepera radiovictrix DSM17093        MAVNCEG--E-DRPCGACESCLLVRRGAHPDVTELDAASNNSVEDIRDLREKVRLASLRG 

Deinococcus swuensis                  MTANCTG--PAPKPCGECDSCLSVRAGSHPDVMEIDAASNNSVDDVRDLRELVGLAAMRG 

Deinococcus frigens                   MTANCTG--PAPKPCGECESCLSVRAGSHPDVMEIDAASNNSVDDVRDLRELVGLAAMRG 

Deinococcus geothermalis DSM1130      MTANCTG--PSPKPCGECESCLAVRNGSHPDVLEIDAASNNSVDDVRDLREKVGLAAMRG 

Deinococcus sp.Leaf326                MTANCQS--EGPKPCGECESCLAVRAGSHPDVMEIDAASNNSVDDVRDLREKVGLAAMRG 

Deinococcus radiodurans R1            MTANCTG--PAPKPCGECESCLAVRAGSHPDVMEIDAASNNSVDDVRDLREKVGLAAMRG 

Deinococcus reticulitermitis          MTANCSA--PGPKPCGECESCLSVRAGSHPDVLEIDAASNNGVDDVRDLREKVGLAAMRG 

Deinococcus puniceus                  MTANCTG--PLPKPCGECESCLSVRSGNHPDVLEIDAASNNSVDDVRDLREKVGLAAMRG 

Deinococcus deserti VCD115            MTANCSG--PLPKPCGECESCLSVRAGSHPDVLEIDAASNNSVDDVRDLREKVSLAAMRG 

                                   *: .*       **. *  *     .   *: *:*.***..::::*::*: :  : 

 

Supplementary Figure 15J: Comparative genomics and structural analyses of CXXC 

motif in the DNA polymerase III, tau/gamma subunit (DnaX) protein. This protein 

contains a CXXC motif and this motif is conserved through the different bacterial 

species.  

 

Kiritimatiella glycovorans           NEAVMELGALVCTPAAPACDACPMRSACAAYRSGDPHTLP 

Lentisphaeria bacterium TMED266      NEALMELGATVCLPQNPSCDVCPLSTACQAKLLDDVSRFP 

Nitrospina gracilis 3/211            NQSLMELGATLCLPQNPMCLLCPIVQHCEAHRQGEPEKFP 

Rhodothermus marinus SG0.5JP17-1     NQALMELGATVCTPVQPRCSACPLRRACRAWAMGDPTAFP 

Ardenticatena maritima               NQALMDVGAEICTPRSPRCLLCPVQTHCAAAAHQRQHDLP 

Synechococcus sp.PCC8807             NQALMDLGATLCTAKTPACPRCPWQNHCTAYLKHQPTDFP 

Leptolyngbya sp.O-77                 NQALMDLGATCCTPRNPACLRCPWQPYCLAHQRNMQNELP 

Geitlerinema sp.PCC7105              NQAFMDLGATLCTPQNPACLLCPWRESCQAYNLDLQSELP 

Truepera radiovictrix DSM17093       NEALMELGALVCTARAPQCPRCPVQAHCGAYQQGAVARFP 

Deinococcus deserti VCD115           NEALMDLGATICTPRSPRCSDCPVSKYCCAFAEGRPAAYP 

Deinococcus radiodurans R1           NEAVMDLGATICVPKSPACDRCPVSAHCAAYQLGQPGDFP 

Deinococcus wulumuqiensis            NEAVMDLGATVCVPKSPACDRCPVSAHCAAYRLGRPSDFP 

Deinococcus hopiensis                NEAVMDLGATVCTPKVPKCPDCPVSLWCAAFQSGQPAAYP 

Deinococcus geothermalis DSM1130     NEALMDLGATVCTPKAPQCGECPLRRWCAAFQLGDPAAFP 

Deinococcus phoenicis                NEAVMDLGATVCTPKAPKCGACPVSAWCAALGSGEPAAFP 

Deinococcus apachensis               NEAVMDLGATICTPRAPKCGECPVRAWCAAFASGHPAAFP 

Deinococcus aquatilis                NEAVMDLGATICTPKAPRCAVCPLAAWCEARASGQPTAFP 

Deinococcus marmoris                 NEAVMDLGATVCTPKAPRCAECPLSAHCAAFKRGTPTAFP 

Deinococcus swuensis                 NEAVMDLGATVCTPRAPRCPECPLAARCAARASGTPAAFP 

Thermus thermophilus                 NQALMELGATVCLPKRPRCGACPLGAFCRG--KEAPGRYP 

Meiothermus rufus                    NQALMELGATVCTPRKPNCPGCPLVTFCRG--QGQPERYP 

Meiothermus ruber DSM1279            NQALMELGATVCTPQNPGCGGCPVAAFCQG--KASPAHYP 

Meiothermus taiwanensis              NQALMELGATICTPQNPGCGGCPVAAFCRG--KASPGRYP 

Meiothermus timidus                  NQAMMELGATLCTPQKPACTSCPLARWCAG--QASPERYP 

Meiothermu ssilvanus                 NQALMELGATVCTPRNPRCTACPISWGCRG--KQHPERYP 

Marinithermus hydrothermalis DSM     NQALMELGATVCTPRAPRCAACPAARWCRG--RATPERYP 

Oceanithermus profundus DSM14977     NQALMELGARVCTPRNPDCAACPLAGICRG--RAAPERYP 

                                     *::.*::**  *    * *  **    * .        * 

Supplementary Figure 15K: Comparative genomics and structural analyses of CXXC 

motif in the 8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase (MutY). This protein contains a CXXC motif and 

this motif is conserved through the different bacterial species.  
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